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News In Brief
Hanoi allowing search of site
where American B-52 crashed
WASHINGTON (AP) — The United States will be allOwed to
send a team of experts inside North Vietnam later this month to
search a B-52 crash site for remains of missing American servicemen, the Pentagon said Friday.
The Laotian government, which permitted the first excavation
of a crash site inside its country last February, also has told the
United States it is prepared to allow more, said Richard L. Armitage, assistant defense secretary for international security.
The Pentagon disclosed two weeks ago that Vietnam, for the
first time, had agreed in principle to permit an American team to
conduct a search for servicemen missing from the Vietnam War.
Armitage said details have been resolved and that an 11-member
U.S. squad would travel to the crash site Nov. 18.
The site is in a rice paddy about nine miles outside Hanoi. The
American team will be assisted by 10 Vietnamese workers. Armitage said the work would take 10 to 12 days and that the U.S.
government would bear the estimated $150,000 cost.
The B-52 that crashed at the site is believed to have gone down
In December 1972. he said, but the Pentagon has no idea how
many remains of servicemen might be recovered. A B-52 carried
a normal crew of six.
Armitage announced several other developments in the Continuing effort to account for missing Americans.
He said the Vietnamese government recSntly informed the
United States it would turn over seven more suspected remains of
U.S. servicemen. Vietnam has also agreed to hold another
meeting of technical experts from the two countries on Nov. 13 to
discuss the next steps in the search.
And an Army laboratory in Honolulu'hasiidentified five more
remains that were among a group turned over by the Vietnamese
this summer, Armitage said. Among the five is the first
American pilot to have crashed in North Vietnam 21 years ago.
The Vietnamese returned 26 sets of remains to the United
States on Aug. 14. Nineteen of the 26 were identified last month.
Of the remaining seven, five were identified Friday; efforts are
continuing to identify the sixth. The seventh has been determined
to be Asian, and those remains will be returned to Vietnam, Armitage said.
Taking into account the new identifications, there are still 2,441
military and civilian personnel listed as missing throughout
Southeast Asia, of whom 1,797 are listed as missing in either
North or South Vietnam.

CHE approves budget, schedules
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Council on Higher Education has wrapped up several of
its pending projects by approving -a-biennial budget and accompanying tuition increases at
universities and a five-year
strategic plan.
,
The budget; which must still
be reviewed by Gov. Martha
Layne Collins and her staff and
ultimately decided on by the
1986 General Assembly, is
designed to get funding for
higher education in Ken/ucky up
to the level that the LePislature
approved, in principle, several
years ago.
The budget, which calls for
$495 million in 1986-87 and $567
million the following fiscal year,
will place higher education at
100 percent of the formula, a
complex series of computations

based on enrollment, funding in
surrounding states and a variety
of other criteria.
Universities in Kentucky,
whose budgets this current year
total about $439 million, are currently funded at about 85 percent of the formula.
A major plank of the strategic
plan involves full funding, a
position university presidents
and council members have
agreed is fundamental to improving higher education in
Kentucky.
The plan has undergone
several changes and was approved in principle last month.
Council member Al Smith,
who chaired a committee that
put the final touches on the
language.in the plan, admitted
that it does not go as far as some
would like.

The plan, "disappoints those
who wish for a sweep.itag
reorganization of higher education,"-Smith said.
But Smith said the plan also
recognizes that. "change must
be rational and it must be
measured."
Council member Sara Page
voted for the plan, but said she
didn't necessarily like it. "I
have very serious disagreement
with parts of it," she said.
Page and otheirs on the council
had pressed for a much greater
emphasis on undergraduate programs with less attention paid to
graduate and professional
programs.
Tuition rates vary for Kentucky residents and-out-of-state
students depending on what
school they attend and whetherthey -,,are undergraduates.

graduate students or in a professional program. .5uch as
medicine or law.
The largest tuition increases
will be at the staters two largest
schools, the University of Kentucky and the University of
Louisville, with msmaller increases at the regional schools
and community colleges.
Tuition at community colleges
for Kentucky students will go
from the current $260 per
semester to $270 next fall and
$280 the following year.
Tuition for Kentucky
undergraduate students at UK
and U o L will go from the current $572 per semester to $620
next year and $660 the next.
Tuition at the six other fouryear universities will rise from
the current $442 per semester to
$470 and then $500.

Elsewhere...
K. the ,t•ooelated Press

WASHINGTON — Prince Charles and Princess Diana of Wales
arrive Saturday for a whirlwind tour that will fulfill the dream of
a young man struggling with inoperable cancer, tap the wallets of
American millionaires and, as Buckingham Palace puts it,
"show her the delights."
BEIRUT, Lebanon — Four kidnapped Americans say they
could be home by Christmas if President Reagan negotiates their
release. The White House says it is prepared to talk to obtain the
hostages' release, but reiterates'it does not make concessions to
terrorists.
BOGOTA, Colombia — Friends and relatives maintain their
vigil outside the federal coroner's office awaiting word on missing loved ones who may have been among the more than 100 victims of the siege at the Palace of Justice. Leftist guerrillas say
they had planned to put President Belisario Betancur on trial
before a hostage Supreme Court.
RESERVE, La. — A standoff loomed between U.S. officials,
who subpoenaed a grain ship-jumping Soviet seaman, and Soviet
officials who said they would ignore the summons, while U.S.
Customs said the vessel would not be cleared for sea.
WASHINGTON — Countering critics who claim Vitaly Yurchtnko was a minor Soviet spy who may have duped U.S. experts, the CIA publicly describes its turnabout defector as the
deputy chief of the KGB section responsible for spying on the
United States and says he was about to be promoted to general.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan is asking Americans for
their prayers and broadcasting a message to the people of the
Soviet Union as he prepares for his summit meeting with Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev.
NEWARK. N.J. — After nearly 20 years of struggling for his
freedom from a prison cell, Rubin "Hurricane" Carter was
released from prison by a federal judge who said that making the
former middleweight boxing contender spend another day in
prison would "render compassion meaningless."
LONDON — Britain's keepers of Greenwich Mean Time, ever
short on cash, have decided to let their expensive atomic clocks
run down and stop. The observatory, which has been keeping
time since its founding in 1675, will now have to rely on time
readings provided by the International Organization of Legal
Metrology in Paris.
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Partly cloudy tonight with a
40 percent chance of showers.
Lows in the mid 504. South
wind 10 to 20 mph. Mostly
cloudy Sunday with a 50 percent chance of thundershowers. High around 70.
, South wind 15 to 20 mph.
• • Extended Forecast
. The extended forecast calls
for mostly cloudy skies and a
chance of rain Monday
through Wednesday. Highs
will be in the 50s and lows in
the mid 30s to mid 40s.
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A concrete analysis
Kentucky Department of Highways inspectors Karl Strode and
Henry Bishop check the progress on the U.S. 641 bridge being
built across from the Murray Calloway County Chamber of Commerce office north of Murray. Chamber executive vice president
Steve Zea said the new four-lane bridge will take the place of the

existing two-lane structure. The•Jim Smith Construction Company of Grand Rivers, the firm contracted to widen U.N. 641
through Murray, subcontracted the bridge work to the HA'. Hanson Construction Company of Bowling Green, Zea said.

BSA conference on themes concludes
By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
The conference on the exhibit
themes for the . National Boy
Scout Museum came to a close
yesterday.
"It went very, very well, said
Darwin Kelsey, museum director. It was a very good meeting.
Pin criirl.

There was a great deal of information presented during the
conference. said Kelsey. The
members participated in good
positive discussions and came to
a- number of agreements as to
what the main ideas were that
were to be part of the museum.
Kelsey added.

An added bonus, according to
Kelsey, is that the participants
will now become enthusiastic
supporters of what the museum
is trying to do. The people here
are very influential in their
fields and carry a lot of weight
with their peers, said Kelsey.
Kelsey feels that the conference
helped gain additional sup-

porters because the participants
are now much more involved in
the museum.
The conference was
videotaped and work will now
begin on transcribing and
editing the tapes to use the in.
formation for ideas in designi
the exhibits.

Appeals Court sets divorce-law precedent
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Courts should be able to look
beyond the wording of divorce
decrees to find that some
maintenance agreements actually are a division of property
and cannot be terminated upon
remarriage, the Kentucky-Court
of Appeals ruled Friday.
The appellate judges
acknowledged that its
precedent-setting deCision is
sure to create a stir, and that no
lower court could be faulted for
deciding the law literally, requires it to stop maintenance

payments to a former spouse
that terminated, maintenance
who remarries.
payments to Betty Smock
-Indeed. we expect that the
Roberts when she remarried.
iSsue will not finally be decided
then denied her request to
until this state's highest court
modify her divorce agreement
has addressed it." the appellate
with physician E. Fred Smock
opinion said
Jr.
... it is the opinion __The couple divorced in August
of this panel that the courts
1952 with an estate valued
should be free to determine the
somewhere between $500,000
intent of, the parties- from
and $750,000. the appellate opievidence of the fActs and cirnion said As usual when large
cumstances surrounding the
estates are involved, the couple
agreement and judgment."
Was primarily concerned about
Friday's action reversed two
taxes, the opinion said.
Jefferson Circuit Court rulings
A large part of the assets con-

sisted of real estate.and medical
equipment. so the couple agreed
Mrs. Smock would receive 122
monthly 'payments totaling
$262.100 for "support and
maintenance,- which has tax
advantages.
The appeals court said there
was "substantial testimony inditating that,the parties and the
presiding trial judge at the time
of the divorce treated this sum
as an amount in lieu of a property settlement."
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Counselor instrumental in guidance program
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The following is a summary of
the cases brought before the
Calloway County District Court
this week. Unless otherwise
noted, a court cost of $47.50 was
automatically paid by the party
mentioned.(A "fee" refers to a
sheriff's fee). In the event of any
type of suspensions, figures
listed represent those fines or
sentences after the suspended
portion has been subtracted.
Those parties appearing before
Judge David Buckingham may
have either paid a fine, fee,
court cost, made restitution or
received a sentence. Some cases
may have been continued, passed on to another court date or
dismissed for a variety of
reasons. Minor traffic violations
and offenses involving minors
are not included in the following
list:

Bring us your tired transmissions, your leaky radiators, your old worn-out
shocks! We guarantee
thousands of repairs for as
long as you own your Ford,
Lincoln, Mercury or Ford
Light Truck. And this guarantee is free!
Its our free Lifetime Service
•Guarantee. Nobody else in
America has a repair guarantee
like ours. No one even comes .
close. And here's how it works
W.hen you have your vehicle
repaired by us, you pay only once
for the repair. And well guararttee
that if the covered part ever has to
be fixed again, well fix it or replace
it free Free parts. Free labor For as
long as you own your vehicle. And it
doesn't matter where you bought it
or how old it is - if we fix it, we
guarantee it for as long as you own
it. And we use only genuine:Ford and
Motorcraft brand parts As a limited
warranty our Lifetime Service
Guarantee covers vehicles in normal
use and doesn't cover routme main
tenance parts, belts, hoses, sheet
metal and upholstery. But it does cover
thousands of other parts So come to us
and find out more about the best repair
guarantee in-America our free lifetime
Service Guarantee

701 Main Street
753-5273

Dwight A Yocum. lift I . two days communc
ty work in lieu of $200 fine, 24 days
30 day jail
sentence suspended on condition no like offense
for two years and restitution made. $1511
fee
Dana l'aul Ahart, shining spotlight from car
Cris Starks. drinking in public, pleaded guilty.
with possession of firearm. pleaded -guilty 5151'
$10 tine silspended.
fine
Mark Allen Williams. possession of marijuana.
Dana Paul Shari. t grrying concealed %V ea 11011
possession of alcohol possession of ampleaded guilty. Sio fine and confiscation 01
phetamines and possession of prescription drugs
lt espun
not in their proper container, pleaded guilty to
Clara Cole. trafficking in a Schedule 1 Si,
all charges. 42 hays of 90 day jail sentence
Narcoto Controlled'Substance. pleaded puny
suspended on coddltion no marijuana or drug of.
One year 'jail -with all but. 40 days suspended.
Lanes
-Itwo-y4*.I.,4fGfilte-letspendect-:
-;Warli ri
•asta1tui.ed" $'250 I.Wfine•
'
,
LeG regory Allen Scott, possession of a handgun
.inI.E•ntilimil no drug offense for Iso years

•

eV

C
.

A midday mishap
Murray Fire Chief James Hornbuckle,fireman Mike Farley and Murray
City Police Officer Bill Cullop,
along with bystanders, are shown inspecting the scene of a midday accident
Friday at the intersection
of U.S. 641, 12th Street, and Poplar. The flat-bed semi, carrying a load
of rolled steel, lost its cargo
which unrolled through the street blocking traffic for several hours. Crews worked
until the afternoon
clearing the street before motorists could travel 12th Street. The semi ran
up an embankment near the
intersection. Involved in the accident were'Tim Miller of 821 North
20th, and
Gerald Rowe. 24,
Jacksonville, III. Both were taken to Murray-Calloway County Hospital
where they were treated and
released. No serious injuries were reported as a result of the accident.

CALL TOL FREE 759-4026 — CHECK OUR PRICES
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Water
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We fix cars for keeps.

Parker Ford

Phillip Allen Smith. third degree criminal
mischief, pleaded guilty, $200 fine suspended on
condition restitution made, no like offense for
two years. and no furter complaints from complaining witness.
Jeff Franklin. menacing, pleaded guilty, $25
fine. 15 day jail sentence suspended on condition
' no contact with complaining witness and no like
offense for two years
Roy Garland, theft of services over 8100. plead•
ed guilty. $760 fine suspended on condition no like
offense for two years and restitution made
Dana AberL usibuidul _ transeetion - with- in -minor, pleaded guilty. $50 fine. 15 days jail

by'a convicted felon and theft by unlawful taking
over 8100. preliminary hearing waived, bound
over to grand Jury
Gregory Allen Scott. 15 day jail sentence. $150
D.0 I. service fee tp.be satisfied by jail sentence.
Chad French. theft by unlawful taking over
5100. possession of burglar's tools and criminal
conspiracy, jury trial sid for January IL 1906
Carlomagno Briones. theft by unlawful taking
over Slue and criminal conspiracy, jury trial set
for January 21. 1946 Randy Lynn Stalls, shining spotlight from ;.ir
with possession .4 firearm. pleaded guilty $25.0
fine

Gene Steve Alexander.)r public intoitisittlOn.
pleaded guilty, $10 fine suspended
Marshall Hutchecson, public intoxicaUon.
pleaded guilty. $10 fine suspended
Jeff Clendenen. theft by deception under $100.
pleaded guilty. $15 fine suspended on condition
restitution made
Joe R Penny. theft by deception under $100.

The best car•
repair guarantee
in America!

LIFETIME
SERVICE
"
=
" GUARANTEE

sentence suspended on condition no like offense
for one year
Donald,It; Skaggs. theft by deception under
$100. pleadeif.tuflty. $15 fine auspended on conditin restittitiorifnade and nOlike oftense for one
year .
Ivor Andrt•w Parks. III. third degree criminal
mischief pleaded guilty. 4201i fin suspended on
condition restitution made and no like offense for
one year
...... amr..

• _.,

$289

pleaded guilty. $130 fine suspended on condition
restitution made and no like offehse for two
years:
,
Josephine Reynolds. theft by deception under
$100. pleaded guilty, $40 fine suspended on condi.
lion restitution made and no like offense for two
years.
Connie Travis. theft by deception under S100.
-pleaded guilty. $25 fine suspended on condition
restitution made and no like offense for two
years.

••••
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Full View
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District Court
Summary

me making sure I understood
where I was heading and what
courses I had to take," said Kari
Olson, now a freshman majoring
in business at Murray State
University.
Mrs. Laird says there's no
doubt that the small size of Murray High School makes it easy
for a guidance program like
her's to operate.
She credits principal Bill
Wells for creating an atmosphere where "communication works" and where ,'people
support each other."
Another real boost for her program is the support of Tom
Wagner, of Murray State's
psychology department.
"It's sometimes a great relief
to me to know that Tom's experPanda Gough-Laird
tise is only a phone call away,"
she said. Mrs. Laird was responsible for completing the 8-page
application required for Murray
High School's participation in
"The excellence of the Murray does," said Holcomb. "but
the awards program. She atprogram won the attention of the
because she was able to docutached nearly 100 pages of sup- awards committee not only
ment it in a professional
porting documents.
because of what Mrs. Gough
manner."
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High School.
kids get the best they
.can iget — whether .they're
governc4's scholars or have in
outside of academic
areas."
The counseling program at
Murray High School is definitely
not depersonalized or limited to
filling out forms. Mrs Laird says
she meets with about fifteen kids
every day, and that each and
every student at Murray High
School sees her for a personal
consultation at least twice a
year.
Even the eighth graders at
Murray Middle school have individual sessions during which
their questions about high school
are answered and their apprehensions are soothed.
"I get really attached to the
kids,," she says. "When each
senior class graduates. I miss
them. Getting to know the new
kids helps a lot."
Former students attest to her
personal interest in them.
"She spent a lot of time with

I •

Wells. who accompanied Laird
to the awards ceremony in
Owensboro last week, said "This
is really, her award. We're
tremendously proud of what
she's done for our kids."
Tom Holcomb agreed that
"the award is'really given to the
person in charge."
Mrs. Laird has been the
counselor at Murray 'High
School for four years. Prior to
that, she taught business and
vocational classes — and had
more than her share of awardwinners.
A native of west Kentucky,she
joined the high school faculty in
1972. after earning degrees from
the University of Kentucky and
. Murray State University.
Her philosophy as a teacher
and the guiding motivation
behind the counseling program
at Murray High School is making sure that each student has a
fair share of personal attention.
Mrs. Laird says she can't im,sgine a situation in which kids
get more than they do at Murray

;4114ilk LT!i:14II4J'}t-

_

By KATIE CARPENTER
School Correspondent
Wanda Gough -Laird attributes the success of the Murray High counseling program to
the students and teachers at
Murray High School.
"There's a contagious atmosphere,at this school, and it's
called pride. Students give it to
teachers, and teachers give it to
each other."
She says she thinks her program won the KACES. awared
for excellence in guidance
because "it's in this school."
According to Tom Holcomb.
chairman of the KACES awards
committee and president-elect
•of the association, the recognition Murray has had as an excellent school system figured in
the committee's decision to present the secondary award to
Mrs. Laird's program.
Nevertheless, Mrs. Laird, brings her own personal high standards to the counseling
program.
High school . principal Bill
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A sampling of
state editorials
Here are excerpts of editorials
by Kentycky newspapors on
Issues of interest to
Kentuckians:
The State Journal, Frankfort:
The issue of requiring by law
that Kentucky motorists wear
seatbelts in their automobiles is
likely to be a focus of attention
— and probable controversy —
during the upcoming session of
the General Assembly in
January.
Wearing seatbelts in
automobiles, of course, saves
lives and anyone who doesn't
wear a seatbelt as either driver
or passenger in a car is risking
serious injury or death as a
result.
That said, however, we
believe that a state law requiring the wearing of seatbelts is
doomed to failure. Frankly, we
think law-enforcement officers
have more important things to
do than drive around peering into the passenger compartments
of traveling automobiles.
... However well-intentioned
mandatory seatbelt legislation
may be, there is the question of
whether a general assembly has
any business enacting laws of
this kind. A far better course for
the Legislature to take would be
to use whatever the monetary
cost to law-enforcement agencies of enforcing such a hopeless
statute to finance programs to
educate citizens in the advisability of wearing seat belts.
We believe that has a far better
chance of convincing motorists
to use their common sense than
trying to require them to do it.
— ———
The Kentucky Post, Covington: A woman's ex-husband,
angered because - she divorced
him, shoots her in the neck; she
is left paralyzed from the waist
down. She says he will only have
to serve two years of a 10-year
sentence for the deed.
A father tells hoW his
daughter-in-law and boyfriend
killed his son by pumping -four
bullets into his head as he slept.
She received a 20-year prison
sentence; her boyfriend is freed.
because the jury erred in
sentencing.
These are two examples of the
testimony given at a recent
crime victims' hearing held in
Newport. The session was the
last of eight hearings held
throughout the state by a five-

member panel headed by Attorney General David
Armstrong.
Through the hearings, panel
members hoped to gather additional information and insight
that would help determine ways
crime victims can be better
served by. the criminal justice
system. The goal is to propose a
Victims' Bill of Rights to the
1986 Kentucky General
Assembly.
We believe that such a goal is
worthy.
The bill of rights would speak
to the fact that crime victims
are often dealt a double blow —
first by the crime and then in the
administration of justice.
More than 30 states have
adopted a bill of rights for victims as part of the principles of
their criminal justice systems;
such proposals also were introduced in the last two
legislative sessiOns of our
General Assembly.
We believe it is time for the
Legislature to act to protect
crime victims.
————
Lexington Herald•Leader,
Lexington: Somewhere today,
among the thousands of expectant parents in Kentucky, there
is one couple with particular
reason for happiness. This cou—
ple has tried for seven years to
have a baby. But despite operations and other treatments, the
woman had been unable to conceive. All that has changed now.
She is Pregnant, thanks to in
vitro fertilization at the University of Kentucky Albert B.
Chandler Medical Center.
This won't be the first "test
tube" baby born to a Kentucky
couple, but it is the first such
baby conceived through in vitro
fertilization at a Kentucky
hospital. Two dozen other
couples are hoping the UK
Center for Reproductive
Medicine can also be the answer
to their dreams of having a child
of their own.
The odds are against them, of
course. Seven previous attempts
by the center to impregnate a
woman through in vitro fertilization were unsuccessful. But
compared to the experience at
other centers, UK's success is
notable
But despite the odds, these
couples have hope now where
very little hope existed before.
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U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
Room 118
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Washington, D.C. 20510
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operator will connect you with the official of your choice.
State Sen. Greg Higdon
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
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State Rep, Lloyd C. Clapp
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
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State Rep. Freed Curd
St. Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky.
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by larry mc gehee

In the mailbag
This column is a participatory
sport. Readers get involved in it
enough to write responses, and I
enjoy hearing from them.
Some of the mail corrects my
errors. If to err is human, some
of you tell me, I have fully proved my humanity. And you have
proved your divinity, if to forgive
is divine.
Olin Watson of Camden, S.C.,
wrote recently to tell me that I
was thrice-wrong in one article.
Jeff Davis did not surrender, but
was captured. And that took
place at Irwinville, not Irwinton,
Ga, And Fitzgerald is closer to Irwinville than is Abbeville. Good
points, Mr. Watson.
Bill Williams over in Paris and
Camden, Tenn., writes to say I
should spell "fnolhpartv" dif-

ferently. "Foolhardy" is correct, wash
and/or drying. And this is
but I like my version better. Bill.
where the clock reel comes into
One of the best notes came
use.
from Irene Bishop of Franklin,
"In some ways it resembles a
N.C., who tells me my informawheel but has four to six arms
tion about "Pop Goes the around
which the yarn is wound.
Weasel" from the vacation tour
It has a diameter of some definite
guide was wrong. Her explanameasure, usually 2 yd., so that
tion is better and deserves the
length of yarn contained in
quoting:
the skein can be determined by
"The origin of the,. rhyme has counting
the number otturns renothing to do with any popping
quired to wind it. They were
sound a spinning wheel makes. equippe
d with a system of
(In fact, if your as an experiencwooden gears and cogs similar to
ed spinner let me assure you that a clock
and when the reel had
wheels 'whirr' but never 'pop'.) been
turned a set number of
"The rhyme, in fact, is a courturns, usually 50. the 'Pop' would
ting song used with a piece of apoccur. So that by adding the
paratus called a clock reel.
'pops' and multiplying by the
"After the bobbin of a spinning
diameter a spinner could keep
wheel is filled with spun yarn, it
track of how many yards in a
has to he Nt'n1MCI Into hnnir
given skeir

"The 'Pop goes the weasel'
song is just one of many spinning
related songs. Our whole
language is full of words, terms
and phrases derived from the
spinning process. Just a few of
which are spinster, flaxen haired
maiden, distaff, teasing, etc.
"Let me recommend a little
book by Bette Hochberg: 'Spin
Spon Spun, Fact and Folklore for
Spinners' i Bette and Bernard
Hochberg, 333 Wilkes Circle, San-,.
ta Cruz. Calif. 95060c"
Thanks, Irene, and all of you
who write. You prove the point
these columns make: that
southerners have a lot of good
tales and facts to share. Let's
keep talking with and writing
each other. It's fun to learn.

btAsiness mirror
by ward merchant
DENVER (AP) — Michael G.
McKay, a 40-3
,ear-old machinist
for General Motors Corp., is proof of the power of suggestion.
McKay, who carries a picture
of inventor Thomas Edison, has
stuffed his company's "suggestion box" about 250 times in the
past 21 years with ideas he felt
would save GM money. The
company estimates about 200
have been implemented at a
savings of $3 million. Many of
the rest are still being
evaluated,
Enlisting the employee is the
drive for greater efficiency has
never been more popular in the
United States as managers,
economists, politicians and 'consultants decry what they see as
slipping U.S. productivity and
increasing competition from
other nations, especially Japan.
The modern form of the suggestion box is growing more important in the effort.
Employee suggestion programs have ben around a long
time — Eastman Kodak Co.
established the first in 1898. And
the National Association of Suggestion Systems began in 1942
when 35 suggestion administrators from different
organizations met in Chicago
and decided to establish a clearing house through which affiliated organizations could
benefit from the experience of
others.

The association has grown
rapidly and now feeds information and expertise to 900 companies and government entities
that have set up departments to
encourage and study employee's
ideas.
Member companies reported
savings of approximately $800
million last year and a like
amount in 1983 through their
suggestion systems. Last year
alone they paid at least $98
million to employees for suggestions that were adopted.
Suggestion programs have
developed from the old "suggestion box" concept to programs
that favor participation by
employees in management, said
Nicholas Fritsch, corporate suggestion coordinator for Eli Lilly
& Co. in Indianapolis. He is the
current president of the
06ciation
But the key to making the concept work is still the guy on the
job who sees a better way of doing something.
And that describes McKay.
For his history of money-saving
ideas, the 40-year-old machinist
from Ortonville, Mich. was
flown to Denver last month to be
honored by the association as
"Suggester of the Year."
For some the honor would pale
beside the $20,000 check one of
McKay's latest innovations
brought from the company, but
he claims his biggest reward is
just "having an idea and making
It work."
Persistence also pays. "I got
$15.000 once on a suggestion that
was turned down four times
before it was accepted." he said.
His suggestions have ranged
from his first — in 1964 when he
was a new emplayee at the Pontitle. Mich., press metal plant of
GM's Chevy-Pontiac-Canada
Group — to a redesign of a pump
the company says will save $3.5
million in the next five years.
For his adopted suggestions in
1984, McKay received about
$80.000 from the company
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looking back
Ten years ago
Mark Wilson. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Albet Wilson. was
presented a Soil. Conservationist
Award at 11th arnual Governor's Conservation Achievement Awards Banquet at
Louisville yesterday.
Calloway County- High School
Speech and Debate Team won
first place sweepstakes honors
in Trigg County Invitational
held yesterday.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Franklin
Burkeen on Oct. 31.
Kenny Adams, 'center, and
Tony Boone, linebacker. of Murray High School Football Team
were named to All-West Kentucky Conference Team for
Class AA Division.
The Murray State University
Racers beat Austin 13,- ?ay 14. to 0
in a football game at Stewart
Stadium here yesterday.
Twenty years ago
1st Lt. Jerry T. Shroat. son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Shroat of
Murray. has been assigned to
28th Transportation Battalion's
Headquarters in Germany.
Airman John C. Adlich, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Adlich
of Rt. 1, Kirksey, is taking training as a missile facilities
specialist at Sheppard AFB,
Texas.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Cannon.
The Murray High School
Tigers beat Fort Campbell 27 to
6 which gave them first place
standing in district. The team
will meet Glasgow for regional
title on Nov. 12.
Dr. James M. Byrn of Murray
attended a day-long seminar on
Nov. 7 at Sheraton Hotel,
Louisville.
George Ed Overbey showed
slides of his European summer
travels at a meeting of Murray
High School Chapter of Future
Homemakers .of America. He
was introduced
Ann G-'rif
Thirty years ago
Calloway Countains swarmed
to elect& polls yesterday in a
surprisingly heavy vote. A.B.
Chandler was elected governor
and Harry Lee Waterfield as
lieutenant governor. The question of establishing a Public

•■••••••••

Health Taxing District for pur- in a ceremony on Nov 2 at Hazel
pose of maintaining Calloway High School.
County - Health Center passed
Hilda McCamish was crowned
1840 to 1014.
as Miss Lynn Grove High School
John Woodruff Construction and Kay Treas as Junior Miss
Co. of Cadiz started work today Lynn Grove in a •ceremony on
on the new Murray Memorial Oct. 31 at Lynn Grove High
Gardens Cemetery, located on School.
North Highway.
Janette Farmer was crowned
Miss Clara Nelle Cunn- as Miss Murray High Halloween
ingham. daughter of Mrs„ Queen and Margaret Ruth
Oakland Cunningham, and Fred Atkins as Miss Junior MH HalloFurches, son of Mrs. Stella -Fur- ween Queen at Halloween Carches. were marriedNov. 6 at the nival held by Murray High
honie of the bride's mother
School on Oct. 31 at . Outland
Ruby Simpson will speak at Tobacco Barn.
World Community; Day ProFifty sears ago
gram, sponsored by United
Calloway County lived up to
Church Women of Murray and
Calloway County, on Nov. 16 at its record as a dry county by
voting more than 2 to 1 for reten,First Christian Church.
tion of Seventh dry amendForty years ago
Dale Todd, 4-H club member ment to the state constitution in
of Faxon High School, showed November General Ele( lion
champion fat steer at Calloway Jim Hart and Scudder Gall(m ay
County Beef Cattle Show held were elected to Callov. ay County
Happy
Nov. 6 at Murray Livestock School Board. A.13
Yards. The show was sponsored Chandler was elected as Kenby Calloway County Farm tucky governor
Annual Armistice Day ProBureau.
The school children of Murray gram for Calkm ay County .
High School will stage a special sponsored by Murray Amen( an
campaign for relief of children Legion Post No. 73. will he Nov
on Nov. 13 when old clothing will 11 at courthouse with Circuit
be collected and bundled under Judge Ira •I) Smith of
the direction of Murray School Hopkinsville as Speaker
The people of Hazel overSupt. W.Z. Carter
A new build g for First whelmingly voted a $4.000 bond
Presbyterian Chu ch at 16th and issue to match federal funds for
Main Streets is being planned by a water system in the November_
local members, according to the General Election.
Work was started Nov 4 on
Rev. Samuel McKee. minis.ter of
construction of Olive Boulevard
the church.
Dr. J. A. Outland, medical from men's dormitory at Murdirector of Calloway and Trigg ray State College to North 12th
County Health Departments. Street. Clifton Key is the general
and Dr. Hugh L. Houston of foreman for the work to cost apClinic-Hospital Staff, attended proximately $14,000_
Billie Lawson was honored at
1945 meeting of Kentucky
Medical As5ociation in Lex- a dinner on his 70th birthday.
Fifty 4-H club boys and girls
ington. Dr. Houston was elected
as \ice president of the state and 40 friends and visitors attended Annual Achievement
group
Births reported this week in- Dal: Program held Nov 2 at
clude a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Calloway County Courthouse.
according to County Agent .1 T
Richard Vaughn on Oct. 25
marriages annoilliced this 'ern-i'ran
011ie Hall. William Sims.
week include Dorothy Louise
Wilson to Harold George Elmo Tinsley. Mary Ella MorGrogan. Oct. 23. and Mildred ton, Ruth Cole, LOttie Orr and
Barnett to Carlos Odell Tutt. Evelyn Lou Lockhart are
members of cast of play, "Truth
Oct. 27.
Jane Wilson was crowned as Takes A Holiday." to be
Miss Hazel High School and presented Nov. 16 at Lynn Grove
Joan Key as Junior Miss Hazel High Stliool.

,
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Coming community events are listed

DATEBOOK

Saturday. Nov.9
Saturday, Nov.9
Saturday, Nov.9
Sunday, Nov. la
Monday. Nov. 11
Monday, Nov. 11
Craft and white Golden Pond Visitor
Youth
Night
will
ting
Winter Wildlife at 2
be
at
Empire Farm and
elephant sale 'by Center; Animal
Murray High Band
7
p.m.
at Hickory Grove p.m. at Woodlands Woodlands Nature Dinner
Calloway County Middle Behavior and Comwill -be at 6:30
An Alzheimer's Support Group is
Nature Center; Basket Center in Land Between p.m. at high
being
School Student Council munication at 2 p.m. at Church of Christ.
school.
organized in Murray to provide informAtion
Demonstr
—
—
—
Making
—
ation
the
and
Lakes
closed
will
be
will be from 8 a.m. to Woodlands Nature
—— ——
support for family and friends of
Free video dance, from 2 to 4 p.m. at Em- today.
Alzheimer's
noon at school.
Douglas Civic ImCenter: Wood Heater
victims. The first meeting will be Tuesday,
sponsored by Murray pire Farm; Butter
Nov.
——— —
provement Club will 12, at 4:30
— —— —
Safety at 2 p.m. at Em- State
p.m. in private dining room of MurrayUniversity Center Churning at 2 p.m. at
Graham Cooper will meet at 7 p.m. at
Bazaar, sponsored by pire Farm.
Calloway County Hospital. For more informaBoard, will start at 8:30 The Homeplace-1850
present a few lecture on Douglas Center.
Hazel United Methodist
— —— —
tion contact Cindy Ragsdale, at the
p.m. in Curris Center
—
—
—
—
hospital,
"Australia Today" at
Church Women, will be
— —— —
"The Drunkard" will Ballroom
753-5131, extension 199, or Joretta Randolph
.
Descendents of Eli 7:30 p.m. in Barkley
,
Tuesday, Nov. 12
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in be presented at 8 p.m.
753-5581.
and "Aunt Sis" McClure Room, Curris Center,
——— —
New Providence
downtown Hazel.
by Community Theatre
will meet for a potluck Murray State Homemakers Club will
Sunday, Nov. 10
——— —
in Playhouse in MurrayAA will have a closed luncheon and reunion at University.
meet at 1 p.m. with DorHolly Berry Bazaar Calloway County Park.
meeting at 4 p.m. at 1 p.m. in Community
val Hendon.
————
will start at 8:30 a.m. at
Free tests for blood sugar level
are given at
Room of North Branch
————
AA and Al-Anon will
First Presbyterian
Begley's from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
Norman Wagner will American Legion
through
of Peoples Bank.
Building.
South
For
have
Murra
informaclosed
meetings
y
at
Church.
Friday, according to a store
present a paper marblofficial.
Persons
—
—
—
—
tion
Homemak
call
ers
7
53-006 1,
8 p.m. at First Christian
Club will
taking the test should fast for two
— — — —
ing workshop at 10 a.m.
hours prior to
United Methodist Church, Benton. For in- meet at 10 a.m. at PegBazaar, sponsored by in Printmaking Lab, 762-3399 or 753-7764.
coming for the test, the official said.
Women
District
Paris
of
gie's
—
Place.
—
—
formatio
—
n call 753-0061,
North Pleasant Grove Fine Arts Center; MurSecond day of Inter- willhave officers' train- 762-3399, 753-7764 or
————
CumberlanFl ray State University.
collegiate Horse Show ing day at 2 p.m. at First 7S3-7663.
West Fork Baptist
Presbyterian Church
— ———
Douglas Civic Improvement Club will meet
United Methodist
Church WMS will meet
——— —
Wiimen. will start at 9
Murray State Univer- will begin at 9 a.m. at
Monday,
Nov. 11, at 7 p.m. at Douglas Center.
Church,
Murray.
West
at
1:30
p.m.
Kentu
at
church.
Jackson
cky
Purchase
a ni at Ellis Center, sity Horsemanship Club
Florence Hudspeth, president, urges all in——— —
Livestock
and
Audubon
—
Exposi—
—
—
Society
will
Murray
will sponsor an interVideo film series on meet at 7 p.m. at
Murray TOPS (take terested persons to attend.
— —— —
collegiate horse show, tion Center. Admission
"Marriage Enrich- Paducah Area Voca- off pounds sensibly)
Boy Scout Troops 45 beginning at 9 a.m. in is free.
ment" will be shown at tional School. For infor- Club will meet at 7 p.m.
— — ——
and 77 will hold an old We .st Kentucky
MSU Chorale and 5:30 p.m. in Hale mation call 753-9385.
at Health Center.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Young of Rt. 3, Murray,
newspaper drive today. Livestock and Exposi————
— —— —
are the parents of a son, Joshua Steven, weighing
Persons having tion 'Center: Admission Chamber Singers will Chapel, First United
present a free Concert at Methodist Church.
Murray Lions Club
Murray-Calloway Girl
eight pounds six ounces, measuring 20 inches,
newspapers only to be is free.
3:30
p.m. at First ChrisScout Core will meet at will meet at 6:30 p.m. at born on Monday, Oct. 21, at Murray-Calloway
picked up are asked to
—— ——
Monday, Nov. 11
9:30 a.m. at Girl Scout Murray Woman's Club County Hospital. The mother, the former Cindy,
all 753-3824 or 753-2553.
Artworks in a variety tian Church.
Northside Baptist Cabin.
House.
—
—
—
—
Bazzell, is on leave from Murray-Calloway Coun— —— —
of media by Sharon
Susan Edwards will Church Women Will
————
ty Hospital. The father is employed by Swift
————
Super Saturday for Carlton will be on exLost Chord Club will Roofing Co. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Reservations for
youth, ages 4 to 12, will hibit in Curris Center present a voice recital meet at 7 p.m.: at
Sonchaurch.
dinner-theatre on Nov. meet at 7 p.m. in ny Young of Dexter and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
start at 9:15 a.m. at Gallery, Murray State at 2 p.m. in Farrell
— ———
15 by MSU Women's Classroom 3, Lourdes Bazzell of Kirksey. Great-grandmothers are
First Baptist Church.
UniVersity, today Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Surburlyan Society should be made Hospital, Paducah. For Mrs. Vada Smith of
Center; Murray. State
Kirksey, Mrs. Alice Young of
— —— —
through Nov. 24.
University. Admission Homemakers Club will by this 'morning with information call Aurora and Mrs. Abolene Jones of Dexter.
Senior Adult Banquet,
A
meet at 7 p.m. with Bet- Pat Clement, 759.9753.
1-442-1310.
grbat-great-grandmother is Mrs. Zula Stone of
spon:sored by University
AA. and Al-Anon will is free.
ty Wilson.
————
————
Dexter.
————
Department, will be at 7 meet at 8 p.m. at
——— —
Dr. R.L. Noran will
A solo exhibition of
Murray -Calloway
p.m. in Fellowship Hall American Legion
Penny Homemakers County Need Line Board present a free
of First Baptist Church. Building, South Sixth photographs by Duane
Michals will be Club will meet at 1 p.m. will meet at noon at "ESProgram."at 8 p.m.
— —— —
and Maple Streets.
presented in conjunc- with Maudena Pagliai's.
in Curris Center
Parents Anonymous Chapter will meet MonPre-retirement plann—— ——
Butterworth.
Theatre, Murray State
day, Nov. 11, from 6 to 8 p.m. Child care is pro—— ——
ing meeting for MurrayCaptain Wendell Oury tion with Sidney Janis
————
vided. For information about the meeting call
Hazel and Douglas Untversity.
Calloway County area„, Chapter of DAR will Gallery of New York CiSigma Department of Centers will be open
————
762-6862 or 762-6851. P.A. is a self-help group to
teachers will start at AT meet at 1:30 p.m. at ty on main level. Eagle
AA will meet at 8 p.m. help prevent damaging relationships between
a.m. in Room 118. W4ls Holiday Inn with Gallery, Murray Stlite Murray Woman's Club from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
will meet at 7 p.m. at for activities by senior at American Legion
parents and their children and for parents who
Hall, 'Murray State Dorothy Byrn as University'.
club house.
Building, South Sixth
— —— —
have a difficult time coping with their children.
citizens.
University.
'hostess.
— ———
"The Drunkard" will
and Maple Streets.
—— ——
— —— —
—— ——
Callow ay County
be
presented
— — ——
at
2
p.m.
Mattie Bell Hays CirEvents in Land BetPainting workshop by
Genealogical Society cle of First United
Health Express of
ween the Lakes will in- Jerry Watson will be by Community Theatre
Two groups of Christian Women's Fellowship
will meet at 2 p.m. at Methodist Church Murray-Calloway Counof First Christian Church will meet Tuesday,
clude Mark Twain and from 10 a.m. to noon at in Playhouse in Murrayhome of Corinne Women will meet at 9:30 ty Hospital will 'be at Nov. 12.
Calloway County Park.
Group I will meet with Helen Bennett at
the Great Comet of '35 Murray Art Guild.
McNutt.
Ellis Center, Murray, 10 a.m. with W.R. Perry as the
—
—
—
—
a.m. at social hall.
at 11 a.m.. Skywalk at 2
————
Scheduled
————
from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and speaker. Group III will meet at 7:30 p.m.
— —— —
p.m. and West Kentucky
Reservations for
Prepared Childbirth
in baseFarmers Home AdParents Anonymous at Dallas Willoughby's ment of educational building of church with
Amateur Astronomers ladies Thanksgiving Course will continue at 6
ministration office will will meet from
6 to 8 Grocery at Stella from 1 Vicky Holton as hostess and O.B. Boone Jr. as
meeting at 8 p.m.. all at luncheon on Nov. 13 at p.m. at Mason Hall,
speaker.
Murray Country Club Room 206, Murray State be closed today for p.m. For information to 3 p.m.
————
call 762-6862 or 762-6851.
should be made by to- University. For infor- Veterans Day.
————
Diet and Diabetes
day'with Pat Knowland mation call 753-8143 or
————
(Bargain Matinees)
Postoffices will be
Murray High School meeting will be at 2 p.m.
or Vicky Holton.
762.2718.
Sat. & Sun
closed today with no Academic Team will and Prepared
—— ——
All Seats 2
rural or city delivery of host Fulton City and Childbirth Class will be
Murray Single ConEvents in Land BetLyon County Teams at 4 at 7 p.m.' in third floor
Carolyn Adams, P.m.
nection will meet at 3 ween the Lakes will in- mail.
p.m
bookmobile librarian
H. Lox — 2:30 to 3
p.m. at North Branch of , clude Mark Twain and
(Cont'd on page 8)
for Calloway Public P.m.
Peoples Bank to go the Great Comet of '35
Library, has released
C. Phillips — 3 to 3:30
bicycling and chili sup- at 11 a.m. and Skywalk
her schedule for the p.m.
per at 5:15 p.m. at Mar- at 2 p.m. at Golden Pond
coming week, Nov. 12 to
Thursday
tha's home.
Visitor Center; Attrac15, as follows:
Apple Tree — 10 to
11:30 a.m.
Tuesday
University Day Care
Butler — 11:30 a.m to
The Sun Is Always
— 10 to 10:30 a.m.
noon.
Shining At
Sleepy Hollow — 10:30
Seavers — 1:30 to 2
a.m. to 11 a.m.
p.m.
Burgess — 11 to 11:30
Allbritten — 2:30 to 3
a.m.
p.m.
901 Coldwater Road
Steely — 3 to 3 30 p.m.
Bowen — 11:30 a.m. to
c•ntral canter 753-331 4
noon.
Friday
Canon — 2 to 3 p.m.
Hamlin — 10 to 11
5 Tanning Sessions
Start Your Winter
Miller — 3 to 4 p.m.
a.m.
Tan Now
Wednesday
Kingins — 11 to 11:30
Karnes — 10 to 10:30 a.m.
1.30. 3401 7,40.9:15
a.m.
Calhoun — noon to
REMO WILLIAMS
Walk-Ins,Welcome
J. Tucker — 10:30 12:30 p.m.
The Adventure
Ernstberger — 2:30 to
a.m. to noon.
Begins
J. Dortch — 1:30 to 2 3:30 p.m.
p.m.
Mohondro — 3:30 to 4
30. 313 7 10, 03,3
H. Hill — 2 to 2:30. p.m.

Support meeting Tuesday

Free tests available

Civic meeting Monday

Joshua S. Young born

PA Chapter will meet

CWF groups will meet

Schedule released

The Tropics
Tanning Salon

Come Visit Us...Try Our Nov. Special
$14.95

CHERI 3

Call 753-8477 or Come by...

The Sun

PEE-Wrs'S
A.Vtervos
ri 30. 3,30) 7 - 10, 9,15

4tr
'c:f.
Never Sets
At
f
Knit's and Thing's f`csrl'
Puryear, Tenn.

ST ELMO'S
—FIRE — it1J
-4
/01
,
/11
Kew Arrivals

ap

•elhertbestors •Cf4/041/4111
•Deverly HMI Cep
•Mime •Meeing Vlelletlene
Mon. Nat. 11 a.m. 111 p.m.
Sun 1 p.m. 10 p.m.

chestnut et.

-3 14

(Wolfe System)
$1.50 for 20 min. Session
thru the month of November
Get Ready For The Holidays
Call For An Appointment
901-247-3284

USED RECORDS
USED CDs!

JENNINGS PASSES CPA EXAMINATION — James H.Jennings
(left) was
honored at a recent awards banquet honoring new
sand successful candidates from the May 1985 CPA Exam. He is co
ted by R. Wayne
Stratton (right), president of the Kentucky Society
PAs. One of the most
difficult certification tests in the nation, the CPA exam
was taken by more
than 70,000 candidates nationwide on May 8, 9 and 10,
1985. Jennings is a
graduate of Eastern Kentucky University and is employed by
the CPA firm
of Coopers & Lybrand in Lexington. He is the son of O.J. and
June Jennings
of Shelbyville and the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Kirby Jennings
and the late
Mrs. Minnie B. Shrader, all of Murray. He will receive his
CPA certificate
upon completion of the two-year experience requirement.

Just In Time
For Christmas
New shipment
Pulsar
Watches

Jazz — Blues — Classical — Soul
Bluegrass — Rock — Reggae
New Records — Cassettes
CDs

TERRAPIN
STATION

605 Olive St.

753-8926

Across from the Old South Central Bell Center

25% oft-

Rachael
has
juvenile
diabetes
and

Elderly menus listed
Menus for the Nutri- ty Seniors Citizens
tion Program for the Program.
Meals are served at
Elderly and Meals on
Wheels for week of Nov. noon, Monday through
11 to 15 have been Friday. at Hazel and
released by Jacqueline Douglas Centers, and
Conley, director of each Tuesday and
Murray-Calloway Coun- Thursday at Ellis
Center. Meals also are
sent to private homes
each weekday.
Menus are as follows:
Monday
Western omelet,
hashbrowns, tossed
salad with Russian
dressing, biscuit, applesauce with sugar
cookies and diet
applesauce.
Tuesday
Macaroni, ham and
cheese casserole. kraut
salad, green peas. hot
roll, ambrosia and
Honey Dew.
Wednesday
Fried pond raised catfish, french fries, jelled
fruit salad, tartar
sauce,. cornbread,
chocolate pie and
applesauce.
Thursday
Baked pork. white
beans, cole slaw, two
slices of bread and
banana.
Friday
Fried chicken, mashed potatoes, broccoli
spears, hot roll, ice
cream on site and
orange.
Butter, milk, coffee or
tea are available daily.

ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA

wants to help find
Layaway Now For Christmas

Furches
Jewelry ,
13 S. 4th

753-283

a cure!
Sponsor an Alpha Gam
today for

ROCK-A-THON
Nov. 15-16
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"Mom

Austin heads attorney's research firm- .

DENNISON, HUNT TO ATTEND HOLIDAY COLLECTION '85 — Pictured
above,from left, are E.W. Demison and Eddie Hunt of Dennison-Hunt, and
at far right, Mark Welch of Midwest Promotions. Dennison and Hunt will attend the Holiday Collection '85 event in Paducah's Executive Inn on
November 9, 10, 11 and 12.

FLBA plans
meetings
in this area

Sunbird lists new flights
Beginning November 11, Sunbird Airlines will
provide Murray, Kentucky and Paris, Tennessee
with commuter airline service to Memphis. Sunbird Airlines, which has offered Murray-Nashville
service since 1980, is replacing that route with a
Murray-Paris-Memphis route. This new service
features:
Twin-engine, fully equipped Piper Navajo Chieftain aircraft, with comfortable seating for nine
passengers.
Joint fares with the major airlines serving
Memphis. Joint fares include both our flight and
the connecting airline flight and are only slightly
higher than the fare from Memphis.
Interline ticketing, baggage transfer, and timely flight connections at Memphis.
Priority package service for same-day service
to or from any city served through Memphis.
The flight schedule is:
MURRAY
To Memphis
Departs
Arrives
7:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m. Mon.-Fri.
1:45 p.m.
2:45 p.m. Sat.-Sun.
5:35 p.m.
6:35 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
From Memphis
Departs
Arrives
8:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m. Mon.-Fri.
3:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m. Sat.-Sun.
7:15 p.m.
8:15 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
PARIS
To Memphis
Departs
Arrives
7:15 a.m.
8:00 am:Mon.-Fri.
2:00 p.m.
2:45 p.m. Sat.-Sun.
5:50 p.m.
6:35 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
From Memphis
Departs
Arrives
8:45 a.m.
9:30 a.m. Mon.-Fri.
3:30 p.m.
4:15 p.m. Sat.-Sun.
7:15 p.m.
8:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Reservations can be made and tickets purchased through Sunbird Airlines, other airlines, or any
travel agent.

The farmer/directors
of the Federal Land
Bank Association of
Mayfield agreed to
allow their
stockholder/members
to vote on the consolidation of the Fourth Farm
Credit District, according to Brady Wiliamson, board chairman.
The consolidation
plan is part of a nationwide effort of the farm
credit .system to
strengthen itself financially and become more
efficient in the face of
continuing declines in
the agricultural
economy. The plan calls
for one district wide
FLBA and one district
wide PCA, with jointly
managed offices on the
local level.
"While we do not fully
agree with all of the
aspects of the consiliciation, we do feel it is important that the
stockholders/members
have the opportunity to
vote on the issue",
Williamson says.
Dave Hornback,
FLBA president, will be
on hand during a series
of member meetings to
answer questions conI.
cerning the issue.
The schedule below is
being utilized in the Purchase area: Graves,
Calloway and Marshall
Counties, Nov. 7 at 10
a.m. in the FLBA
Building located at
North 7th St. in
Mayfield; Hickman and
Carlisle Counties, Nov.
12 at 10 a.m. in the
FLBA/PCA Office
located at 308 S.'
Washington in Clinton;
Fulton County Nov. 12 at
1 : 30 p.m. in the
FLBA/PCA Building
located at 1514 Union City Highway in
Hickman; Ballard and
McCracken Counties
Nov. 13 at 10 a.m. in the
FLBA/PCA Building
located at Highway 60
West Kevil.

WRE
FOR
YOUR
motlEY
You just won't find a
better value for your insurance premium dollar
than a Homeowners
policy from the State
Auto Companies. As an
independent agency representing State Auto,
we offer truly outstanding protection packages
for houses, apartments
and condominium units.

In the spring of 1984, that goal," the two inBrent Austin, a native of vested with a friend.in a
Murray, had an idea. plan to ship and sell
Austin, then a 24 year old Brazilian lumber.
first year law student,
In 1979, Austin decided
combined his acquired that he needed more
business acumen with business knowledge, so
the new concepts he was he moved back to Lexlearning at the Universi- ington to attend the
ty of Kentucky's Law University of Kentucky,
School to form the At- where he majored in
torney's
Research Economics, Accounting
Service.
and Finance. Law school
The company offers its naturally followed.
services to firms and atAlways somewhat of
torneys throughout the an entrepreneur, Austin
state of Kentucky, and was not one to pass up an
advertises in the Na- opportunity to create a
tional Law Journal. The totally new, and needed,
Research Service pro- service. His confidence
vides
trial
briefs, in
the
Attorney's
memoranda,
case Research Service, Inc.,
backgrounds and other has inspired like feelings
research and document in several area lawyers
preparations for a fee.
and business men who
Run by Austin and have agreed to serve on
others in Lexington, Ken- the Board of Directors.
tucky, the Service pro- The company was incorvides professional quali- porated this, summer,
ty
legal
research and Austin is the majoridocuments for a lower ty stock-holder with Matt
cost than that which is Mooney and Yancy
normally incurred by an White,
fellow
law
attorney in hiring clerks students and officers of
or spending the time do- the company holding the
ing it himself.
remaining shares.
"I see this as a way to
give an over-worked atThe Research Sertorney extra time to vice's clientele come
spend
preparing from across the state,
arguments or fact- and as far away as New
finding. Our service pro- York, but the firm
vides the quality product specializes in Kentucky
that attorneys need for a research and cases.
nominal cost with little Austin says that the firm
time expenditure on has prepared over 200
their part. It's a perfect memorandums examinsolution to a very real ing approximately 400
problem that exists in legal issues. Austin
many law firms, and as estimates that since the
far,as I know, the only company's inception two
such service in the years ago, the rate of
state," Austin says.
repeat clients has been
This isn't the first such near 50 percent.
venture for Austin. After
Although research regraduating from Murray quests have come from
High School in 1977, every size and type of
Austin and a friend mov- firm, Austin recognizes
ed to Florida for two the real value of the
years to "make our first
million
in
worm farming." The plan was
to farm bait worms and
sell them cross-country.
After "falling short o'

The Kopperud Realty
Home Team

Standing L to R: Bill Kopperud, Broker; Warren Shropshire; Tom Hopkins; Bill
Rayburn, Soles Manager.
Seated L to R: Geri Andersen; Audro Moody; Ellen Jones; Franke E. McNutt;
Ann Roberson. Not pictured is Barbara Erwin.
Visit our Ono,at 711 Main Stroot for fra• maps and community information. Kopparud Itaalty offers a comphote rang* of mai *state sarvica,
including rasiciantial, farm and land, commercial,!aka proporty, ralocation and appraisal. Phone our office, 753-1222, anytimo. W. would
weicom• th• opportunity to be of sarvice to you.

407 Maple St.
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753 4451
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TERRAPIN STATION OPENS — One of,Murray's newest record and _sound
shops, Terrapin Station recently opened at 60.5 Olive Street location in Murray. Valerie Hancock is the owner of the store. Terrapin Station features a
variety of new and used records, CD's and cassette tapes.

The computer
designed
for business.
Not adapted
to it.

•

IBM Compatible

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations

Unlike most so-called business computers. the
Apricot Xi was de-signed specifically for business..
By Europe's most successful business computer
company.
As a result, the Apricot Xi is fast, powerful, easy to use. elegant'.
compact. And runs thousands of business software programs.
So, why buy a computer that does a great imitation of the Apricot
Xi. When you can buy the Apricot Xi.

•

The Apricot Xi. 16-bit processor.
256K RAM. MicroScreen.

$2495
Winchester hard disk (10Mb).
31
/
2"Sony diskette (720Kb).
F,ithp
Optiza1
uretae
mouseRe
ofan
c:i•e
lot
;0.
2;
3

Valerie Hancock
E.W. Dennison, Eddie Hunt

a rico

Atte changing
Arnerican business does business.

and Mark Welch

Thorobred Computer
& Software Systems
314 Main

Mtirra

A PrsOnd yOu Clo ClOpirna CY,

753-7733
•

Alwalr

.•••

•••••••••••••—•••••••••......

Former Murray
State University
graduate Brent
Austin is using his
backround in his new
research business.

as well as being responsible for client-relations
and marketing. The
research staff consists of
Austin, Mooney. White.
seven third year la‘;
students and four attorneys. The
staff
members
find
themselves constantly
busy with studies. work
and incoming Projects
Future plans for the
company include expaf.ding into several bordi--states, ,and Austin also
has other plank and pro
jects that he is keepinv
quiet.' "I'm oriented n,
service industries.
the needs of ah inform.,
tion—so€44y—YouGeneral information ii
something like that.
Austin says with a smile
Austin is the son of
Clegg Austin of Mon-.c.
and the grandson of MrA. B. Austin. also II:
Murray

-,.,
.'

Brent Austin
PURDOM,
THURMAN
81. MCNUTT

Research Service to solo
practitioners who don't
have the staff or the time
to dedicate to research.
"With the increasing
incidence
of legal
malpractice
cases
across the country, we
feel like our service can
provide that extra information needed to an attorney to know he has
covered all points,"
Austin added.
The company seems to
be faring very well going
into its third year. "Our
revenues have doubled
since our first year. We
expect to triple sales
over the next twelve
month period. Each
month we are seeing a
greater increase in
revenues."
As president of the
company and chairman
of the board, Austin
oversees business matters and staff direction,
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Lakers end season second in district

Funny bounces, field goal drop CCHS, 10-8
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
' Footballs take funny
bounces.
After Friday's 10-8
loss to Marshall County,
though. there weren't
many Calloway County
Lakers laughing about
the bounces they got or rather, didn't get.
A squirrelly,
knuckleball kick by
Marshall County's
Stitc,V Dowell was one of
the ugliest field goals
;ever attempteclin Laker
Stadium. but the threepoint result was enough
to boost Doe Sanders'
team to an 5-2 record
this season.
Mean w--n i I. e ,
('allow ay'
Jack
Haskins suffered a
season-ending loss and
had to settle for a 7-4
mark in his first year at
the La'ker helm.'That Doc," Haskins
said afterwards shaking
ills head. "Is he living,
right Or what'" Haskin.s
was referring to the way
the Marshals have dodgcl the 'bullet in
numerous games this
season.
•'Old 7youSee that

kick? I never would
have thought it would
make it. He must be doing something right."
The Lakers watched
helplessly on that play
that eventually cost
them the game, but early in the second quarter
they lost another bad
bounce when Carey
Alexander fumbled on
the Marshall County 17.
Safety Jeff Stokes
recovered to halt -the
deepest penetration by
the Lakers in the first
half.
The Marshals longest
advance of the first two
periods ended just shy
of the Calloway 40 yard
line.
"Turnovers killed us
in the first half,"
Haskins said. "Turnovers and penalties.
We stopped ourselves
too many times. The second half we played
great except for one
defensive play when we
broke down and they
. ,
scored."
The only touchdown
the Calloway hosts
relinquished all night
came on • the longest
Scoring run the Lakers

allowed all season.
Tailback Jimmy Baker
took a pitch from
quarterback Stokes and
completed a 70•-yard
sweep around left end
on the second play of the
second half.
Calloway safety
David Lawrence made a
diving tackle at the goal
line, but Baker scored to
put Marshall County on
the board first.'Dowell's
point-,after kick was
good and the Marshals
Were up 7-0 with 1:02 expired in the third period.
Baker rushed for 105
yards on .16 carries in
the second half alone.
gaining 116 on 11-, attempts - for the: entire
game.
'That's the first time
that's happened to us all
year.- Haskins said
about the long TD run.
'I think it surprised me
as much as it did • the
kids. We've faced faster
teams this year and
never allowed that to
happen. We just had one
breakdown and that's'
all it took."
•
Calloway did manage
to_post a touchdown_ pi
its own ar'fullback

Mickey Garrison punched over from the
Calloway five with 3:14
left in the third period.
Alexander scored -on a
quarterback keeper
around right end and the
Lakers led. 8-7, for
almost an entire period.
Garrison, who led all
_rushers with 119 yards
on 17 carries, set up his
own,touchdown by. gaining 43 yards on an option
play whichh carried to
the Marshall 19. Alexander picked up 14
yards on a quarterback
sweep. then' Garrison
scored on the next play.
'Statistics-wise the
Laker:: beat the Marshals. Both teams were
rush -conscious
throughout the contest,
completing one pass
apiece. On the ground
the Lakers tallied 271
N•ards to the Marshals'
196.
The numbers disappointed Haskins.
••Wheit you gain
almost 300 yards you
ought to win-the game. I
don't know what happened," he said afterwards,..: We past Wr..11/1.13
sleep on one play."
.

And the ball took
some wacky bounces.
Calloway had a final
possession with six
minutes to play following Dowell's 34-yard
field goal. The ,Lakers
marched from their own
16 to the 32 with the aid
of a face mask penalty.
Two plays later
the'Garrison broke up
middle for 17 yards. but the
drive finally dwind d
and died at the Mars 11
County 31.' Three ticomplete passes ended
Calloway's final offensive thrust., .
Then, the Laker
defense held on the last
.Maishal possession and
forced them to punt with
:52 left in the game. A
roughing the kicker
penalty flagged down
the Lakers' final hopes
by giving the Marshals
an automatic first down.
"I hated to see us lose
because I hate to lose."
Haskins said. "But you
OFF TACKLE, OFF BALANCE
can't base a season on
CallovVay running back Mickey Garrison stumbled through a massive hole on this
one single play, one
;
ay, but regained his balance
a
and trucked for 43 yards to the Marshall Count' 19..He scored
single game. We had a
on a five-yard
run two plays later for the Lakers only touchdOwn in a 10-8 loss.
great season here this
year.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
.
.1_ can't_say enough
-about. these ( 1 1 )
seniors." he added.
"Considering the fact I
was new _here _this year
and with the new proSeniority Prep Football
Class AA Playoffs
)
/
1
41•ath 17 Madisonville to
gram ... they did a lot
FRIDAY'S GAMES
Corbin 1 Russell Co 14
1 Um Co .27 Roman Co 7
Jefferson
Co AAAA Playoffs
better than anyone
Fort Knox 31 Bardstoun
dison Ii Harrodsburg 6
741T
1)at St Na, l'er:1-1 Lou Vomstern
Illasgou 14. !atom.
,Co o
'111. shall-CoI,, Calhookay Co
thought we would. I
Lou TrimIN 14 Lou Fairciale
Presttonshorg 47 Hazard s
M., tielof 19 iteeiland
never think losses are
State AAAA Playoffs
Class A Playoffs
Boone
35 Ashland ti
Carroll Coo 47 Henry Co 11
any good, but the way,,.,, tod..1,
Neu I t Catholi. II Harr ison
,
,
,
laffayettto 20 Laurel Co 0
Crittenden i Yo 7 Fulton Co
Ci. :27
we played tonight and'. thkenshoro 29 Christian Co 0
Paint-s ille 27 Elkhorn Pit% 12
:0, I mom Iro
I .N.-11,
Sheltty Coo 42 Vfarren Central 21
the way. we played all -Regular Season
12
Class AAA Playoffs
Barren Co .23 Foanklin.Simpson
Pa
.111;
th
Titg
C. in a n II
year I think we showed
Pan% ilie 21 Caw.oss1 13
.
22
Hopkonsvoil
Mende Co 14 E Hardin 7
something. Now we
Bou ling I ;ret:11 :15 I Wm/ 1'0 14
Momtitiorof T't 21 Montgomery
'km% port 25. Erlanger Lloyd 15
Franklin-en
i.s1
Hal,
(Y. it
know we can play with
-anybody and it makes
- -next year look that
much better already."
• • •
.
Friday night Paducah
Tilghman clinched the
district crown by
defeating, Hopkinsville.
*
14-0. The victory giyes
LEXINGTON, Ky. - ment, said that two of
the Tornado the
ritHi looking
make
Second-year Murray his team's goals this immediate 'im .-'ct on
automatic berth in the
state playoffs with a 4-0 State coach Bud season are to have a the MSU sqUad th year
Childers said he was winning season and to are three newcom rs league mark. Calloway
County finisfied second "shocked" that his Lady make the playoffs.'
6-foot-2 transfer c ter
Racer basketball team
in the district with a 3-1
Getalyn Feth, who h Ids
Giving the Lady a 4.0 grade po t
was picked to finish as
record.
high as fourth -by the Racers at shot at both average in accountin
al latker stadium
monomial - um
I 11 1 051 41 ('4).
Ohio Valley Conference this year will be co- 5-10 freshman forwar
00151 in um - iii
M iFtslf %LI.CO.
coaches this season.
captains Melody Ot- Sheila Smith who score
Scoring Plays
rird Quarter - I 5, JIMT11) Baker
"I was shocked when I Unger, picked as a 23 points and snagged 11
7oo N,,rri run Stacy Dowell kick
first hears that," preseason second team rebounds a game her
i iii roso 7 to
.0.1 - oCCo Mickm tlarnson
Childers said at the an- member, and Shawna senior year in high
5 yard run Carry Alexander run
nual OVC Basketball Smith. Ottinger led the school in Memphis,
good .7 11. k.7
Media Day activities on team in assists (104), Tenn.; and Rona Poe. a
4th - o MI Domicil 34 yard held
gooal. 16 15. me
Thursday, "but we'll steals (55)and rebounds 5-7 freshman from MarIndligidualStals
use that as a motivating (195) while' Smith was shall County who will
- f Cr . Iiarrison
1(151(1 NI
1711W Mike %%heeler 12541. Alex.
factor."
the leading scorer with switch to point guard
ander 12 69, Chad Stubblefield
Childers, whose team 350 points last year.
this season.,
1 , 5. o M. Ronnie Hinkley 9.35.
.finimy Baker 16.119 Jeff Stokes
finished 10-18 last year
13 11 Tony Locke 2.4 PASSING and out pf the running
o t X' Alexander 1 ,
1 21 yds , I M.
Stokes 1 2 12 yds . lkiaell 0.1
for -the OVC tourna-

Kentucky Prep Football Results

High OVC coaches' prediction
surprises Lady Racers' Childers

CATCH AS CATCH CAN - Calloway County defender Chad Stubblefield (3) closes in for this tackle on
Marshall County's Stacy Dowell. Dowell and Stubblefield, ironically, were the only receivers to catch a
pass in the Marshals' 10-8 victory over Calloway County Friday night. This reception by Dowell covered
17 yards. Stubblefield's only catch was good for a 21-yard gain.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Bowling

REWARD

Magic Tri
Team
Economy Tire
Paradise Kennels
Peoples Bank
.
Murray Auto Auction
Herndon, Auto Repair
Thurman Furniture
Photography by Hal
Futrell Tile
Dallas Willoughby Ins
Jerry Atkins & Assoc
High Team flame
Peoples Hank
High Team Game

Undelivered School Orders
Necchi Distributing Company Education Department placed orders in anticipation of previous year sales. Due to
budget cuts these sales are undelivered. These machines
must be sold! All machines offered are new and the most
modern machines and in the cartons. These machines are
MADE OF METAL and sew on all fabrics, levis, canvas,
upholstery, nylon, stretch vinyl, silk, EVEN SEW ON
LEATHER! These machines are new with a 25-year WARRANTY. With this new 1986 sewing machine you just set the color
coded dial and see magic happen, straight sewing, zigzag,
buttonholes(any size), invisible blindhem, monogram, satin
stitch, embroidery, applique, sew on buttons and snaps,
topstitch, elastic stitch, professional serging stitch, straight
stretch stitch; all Of this and more without the need of old
fashioned cams or programmers. Your price with this ad
8148, without this ad,8529. MasterCard and Visa accepted,
your checks,are welcome. Showing in conjunction with Necchi Distributing Company. 1-800-237-4733.
NATIONWIDE SERVICE POLICY INCLUDED
Trade Ins Welcome
LAYAWAYS WELCOME

148

Your Price
MASTERCARD, VISA and AMERICAN EXPRESS
WELCOME:

3% Farmers Discount

L
55
34
6
, 121
271
,
2514 144
21
19
19
21
18
22
17
23
14
26
12
28
12
28
(144'1
850,

Thurman Furniture
High Team Series 15C1
Economy Tire
High Team Series
Economy Tire
Herndon, Auto Repair
High Ind. Game iSC)
Pat McCarthy
High Ind. Game
Pat McCarthy
High lad. Series (144'i
Lois Smith
High led. Series INC)
Lois Smith

1048
2494
2050
2959
226
266
630
690

Thursday Mixed Couples
Team
PS
Bover.Perry
Shoultz
The "
Handicaps
Hardet's
Mann's
WI:tit-foot

I.
W
29
9
10
22
20
12
164 i54
154 164
IN
14
20
12
21i
4

ittglo Iran, Game
Bover-Perry
576
High Team Series MC)
Bover.Perry
2527
High Ind. Game llft'l
Ron Pace
259
Lois Smith
221
High Ind, Series Mei
Mike Perry
721

Sunday Mixed Couples
Team

Homeowners & Contractors
Have Only 4 Days Left
To Pay Higher Prices.

Phone Order Accepted

56
23
23
201t

Odd Couples
H's 4
MeCarthys
Strikers
It
Sori-of.a•Bucks
IS
Champagne Spirits
I?
Fearless Foursome
- i7
Hargrove,'
17
Ho Pokes
17
Pin Seekers
15
G
M
12
High Team GarnecIfICI

High Team Series pH')
Champagne Spirits
2071
High Team Series IM(')
McCarthy
2349
High Ind. Game 1/44.1
Tommy McClure
222
Cheryl Darnell
201

20
753

High Team Game (1.14.4
McCarthys

846

High Ind. Game
[Livid Houell
Pal McCarthy
High lad, Series OM I
Al Cotton
Nancy Todd
High Ind. Series OKI
Al Cotton
Ellie McCarthy

236
233
592
510
649
606

4

Kenlake Foods
Wednesday

4 Hours Only

9:00 A.M. to 1 P.M.

November 13th
3 P.M. to 7 P.M.

Holiday inn Murray

Holiday Inn Mayfield

S. 12th St. US 641 S.(Rt. 4)
Murray, Kentucky

Highway 45 Bypass at St. 121
Mayfield, Kentucky

Trois Do

Tram
Team
Tram
Team
Team
Team
Tram

55
11.
High Tram Series (SC)
Ii
17
Team .5
2070
IS
12
II,,). I rano merges Ili%
13
IN
Tram IS
2541
1111
13
High Ind flame OH')
14.1 114 (-Pluck Pennongtoti
203
64 214
High Ind Game (WC'
Ladd K•Ilev
242
High Team Game OW
High Ind. Series 5(1
7110 Chuck Pennington
Team .6
High Tram Game (111144
High Ind series (III
1157
Team .5
Chuck Pennington
.2
.5
04
•3
Si
Mg
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NFL preview:

ato lie

Your discount parts supermart

Football Conference
East Division with
Dallas and the New
York Giants.
The Giants, 6-3, play
the Los Angeles Rams,
8-1, Sunday at East
Rutherford, N.J.
...The'Cowboys will go
into Sunday's rematch
off a 21-10 loss to St.
Louis last Monday
night. The game could
feature running backs
Tony Dorsett of Dallas,
sixth on the all-time
rushing list with 10,337
yards and third in the
NFC this year with 812,
and Washington's John
Riggins, who needs only
nine yards to move into
fourth place past O.J.
Simpson on the all-time
list with 11,236 yards.
Riggins appears to
have much more running help than Dorsett.
With Riggialg`- on the
bench last week, rookie
Keith Griffin and
George Rogers ran for

307 yards in a 44-10 victory over Atlanta.
Other Sunday matchups will be the New
York Jets at Miami, Indianapolis at New
England, Detroit at
Chicago, Cleveland at
Cincinnati. Pittsburgh
at Kansas City. Houston
at Buffalo, the Los
Angeles Raiders at San
Diego, Green Bay at
Minnesota. Atlanta at
Philadelphia, and St.
Louis at Tampa Bay.
Monday night, San
Francisco, 5-4, will play
at De,nver, 6-3.
Quartrbacks Phil
Simms of the Giants and
'Jeff Kemp of the Rams,
who will replace Dieter
Brock. who is ill, will be
facing two tough pass
rushes. The Giants lead
the league with 40 sacks,
while the Rams have 35.
Los Angeles is off to its
best start since 1969,
and has a solid lead in
the NFC West. Mean-

while, the Giants are oft
to their fastest _start
since 1970.
•
Another team off to Its
fastest start since 1969.
the Jets. 7-2, will be trying for their second victory of the year against
struggling.'Miami, 5-4.
which has lost two
straight and could drop
three games behind
first-place New York in
the American Football
Conference East. New
York won the first
meeting 23-7.

ble. New England. 6-3,
could move into a first.
place ,tie in the AFC
East by beating Indianapolis. The
Patriots, led by running
back Craig James and
quarterback Steve
Grogan. have won four'
straight.
.s

Detroit, 5-4, will have,
to stop Chicago's twin
threats of Walter
Payton and William
"The Refrigerator"
Perry, when they entertain the 9-0 Bears, who
The Jets count heavily are the
NFL's only
on Freeman McNeil, unbeaten team
and a
who leads the NFL in runaway
leader in the
rushing with 945 yards. NFC Central.
Perry, the
The Dolphins will try massive
defensive
and rebound behind lineman,
has caught
quarterback Dan football fans'
attention
Marino, who has been by running
for one
having his problems„ touchdown
and, last
but leads the AFC in week, catching
a TD
completions, 195; at- pass. The
Lions have
tempts, 334, and yards, beaten
Dallas, San
2,269.
Francisco and Miami
Should the Jets stum- this season.

Major League baseball expansion commission,
Ueberroth listen to pitches from 12 communities
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Twelve communities
from coast to coast have
given their pitches to
join baseball's exclusive
club, and Commissioner
Peter Ueberroth says
invitations could arrive
in time for the 1986
season.
Ueberroth repeatedly
linked expansion and
re)ocation. during a
news conference Friday. and wouldn't
separate them when he
was asked how Soon new
cities could join the
majors.
"If you can keep it as
expansion-relocation, if
you can keep it combined," he said, "it could
come as early as next
year and it may not
come for several
years."
The pitches came
from Phoenix; Buffalo,
N.Y.; New Orleans;
Tampa Bay -St.
Petersburg, Fla.; New
Jersey; Nashville,

Tenn.; Columbus, Ohio;
Denver; Miami. Fla.;
Washington, D.C., Indianapolis and Vancouver, British
Columbia.
The financially troubled San Francisco
Giants, unhappy with
Candlestick Park, have
been courting Denver as
a possible new home.
Ueberroth wouldn't
touch that subject
specifically and insisted
it didn't come up during
the Long Range Planning Committee's two
days of meetings with
candidates for
franchises.
But he did allude to it
when he said that,
"some that we thought
were s way-down-line
types of cities surprised
us by their ability to be
ready to consider expansionc
,
or relocation
much quiCker than we
had thought.... The present franchises that are
having problems , have
to, when they take a look
at the opportunities in

some of these areas,
they really are
substantial."
He also said one community "appeared to us
to have backed off considerably from their interest." Ueberroth
wouldn't identify it, nor
would he characterize
the presentations of the
other entries.
But without identifying New Jersey by
name, he said part of its
presentation drew particular interest from the
committee. The New
Jersey Sports and Exposition authority, said
its chairman, Jon Hanson, is "willing to enter
into an agreement ...
that for the first five
years of operation we
would have 2 million
paid admissions per
year and if it were less
than that we would have
to make the payments
(to the franchise's
owner) to back it up."
"One group got into
guaranteeing substan-

tial revenue, guarantee- better for relocation
ing substantial atten- not possible. That city
dance, better than a ma- would be more of an exjority of the ball teams pansion city than a
In major league relocation city. A city
baseball today," Ueber- where we could play
roth said. "That gets next week could have
people to sit up and pay both possibilities."
attention — guaranteeDenver, Vancouver
ing five-year attendance and New Orleans have
figures at certain ballparks that could
levels." But the com- house major-league
missioner also pointed teams imniediately.
Out: "That's not an Washington's RFK
overwhelming criterion -Stadium.- former home
of the Senators, needs
in any way."
some restructuring of
Ueberroth also said the seating. The rest
the relocation of ex- have either a minoristing teams doesn't -league park needing exhave to be completed pansion or no' existing
before expansion stadium.
begins, and that financially troubled franchises "would have the
first shot" at cities seeking a team if the owners_
Because of informadecide not to expand for tion provided the
several years.
Ledger &limes, an ar"It's also possible that ticle appearing on last
some cities might be Saturday's sports page
than expansion and vice was in error.
versa. Obviously a city
The Murray-Calloway
that has no facility now, County Baseball
a relocation is probably Association has con-,
tracted to host the state
tournament for Senior
Babe Ruth in 1986 at
Murray State's Reagan
Field. The article incorWashington 110: rectly stated that the
Portland 92, Seattle 88; Lakeland Baseball
and Golden State 130. Association, of *hich
the Murray teams are a
Atlanta 119.
part, would host the
Celtics 125, Suns 101
Boston won its fifth event. July 25-28.
straight game while
dropping Phoenix's
record to 0-6, the worst
start in the Suns'
18-year history.

Correction

Nuggets lose unbeaten streak to Lakers, 128-99

is

By WILL BARNARD
AP Basketball Writer
After starting the
season with a 5-1 record,
the Los Angeles Lakers
finally got serious
against the unbeaten
Denver Nuggets.
"This was our first
really sustained effort
or the season," Lakers
Coach Pat Riley said
after the defending National Basketball
Association champions
handed the Nuggets
their first loss, 128-99,
Friday night.
"Everybody played
well, all the way down
through the bench."
"After what happened
at home the other night
against Cleveland, we
felt we had a statement
to make," Riley said.
referring to.jh& Lakers'

losing their home
opener on Tuesday.
"I'm pleased with our
defense. They're a team
that's been scoring 122
points a game and we
held them under 100."
Guards Byron Scott
and Earvin "Magic"
Johnson made it an easy
triumph for the Lakers.

Scott hit 12 of 14 fieldgoal attempts and
scored 29 points, while
Johnson had 19 points,
10 rebounds and 12
assists.
In other NBA games,
it was Boston 125,
Phoenix 101; San Antonio 107, Philadelphia
95; Detroit 117,

SPECIAL:
Lg. Bar-B-Q
& French Fries
$ 229

Chestnut St. Murray

Much Broader Coverage
Still the Best Rates
We can write upto 6 miles out.
Call us for an H.O. 64 quote
today.

Cleveland
eineinnat
Pittsburgh
Houston

150 132
260 278
183 153
162 185

Denver
I. A Raiders
Seattle
San Diego
Kansas City

Dallas
N.Y Giants
Washington
Philadelphia
St Louis

Cwitral
t
5 0
444
5 0
1
444
4
5 0
444
1 6 0
444
Waft
6 3 0
667
6 3 0
667
5 1 0
556
4 5 0
444
3 8 0
333
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
•
'
6
3 0
667
6 3 0
667
5 1 0
556
4 5 0
444
4
5 0
444

at

219 191
196 187
221 202
220 231
171 204

207 146
203 151
156 166
136 145
196 216

GperetmenitBay
Tampa Bay

5
5
5
3

0
4
1
6

0
0
0
0

1 006:155 174
550 163 I.At
5S6 170 19,
.
271e.:
m4 ::
t
o , 16.1

i' West
"lb
. 1
o
Kiwo :91 ;27
5 1 0
5.50 22. i 117
3 6 0
3:13
1
6
o
11 1 17: 2-.4
Sunday's Games
Atlanta at Phijadelphia
Cleveland at Cincinnati
Iktroit at Owego
Green Bay at Nlinnesota
Houston at Buffalo
Indianapolis at New England
Los Angeles Rams at "No-S4 York GIALC,
Pittsburgh at Kansas ('it)
St Louis at Tampa Has
Seattle at New Orleans
Los Angeles Raiders at Sari Diego
New York Jets at Miami
Dallas at Washington
Monday's Game
San Fran, iii,, it 1 ,envei
'

LW Rams
Sin Francisco
New Orleans
Atlanta

National Basketball Association
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
-ail
Pct
GB
licadon
1
5
—
New Jersey
5 3
625
1
Philadelphia
3 4
429, 212
Washington
2 5
266
3,
,
New York
0 7 , 000
Si,
Central Division
Detroit
6
2
750 Milwaukee
6
2
750
Chicago
3 4
429 21,
Cleveland
3 4
429
2Ls
Atlanta
3 5
375
3
Indiana
1
4
_WU
3ks
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Cr
6
1
857 Houston
5 2' 714
San Antonio
4 4
500
.
Utah
3 4
429 3
Dallas
2 1
333
Six
Sacramento
I
4
200 4
Pacific Division
Lakers

iouth 12th Street

I. A Clippers
Portland
Golden State
Seattle
Phoenix
Fridays Games
Boston 125. Phoenix 101
San Antonio 107 Philadelphia 95
Detroit 117 Washington 110
L A Lakers 126 lit
-riser 14.
Portland 92. Seattle Po.,
Gisiden State ,130 Atlanta 119
Saturday's Games
Milwaukee at Neu Jersey
.ClaMagoat
-- Boston at Detroit
Phoenix at Indiana
Houston at Dallas
Cleveland at Utah
Atlanta at I. A Clippers
Seattle at Sacramento
Sunday's Games
Milwaukee at Philadelphia
Cleveland at Portland
Sacramento at Golden Stat..

753-8971

Southside Center

GOSPEL MEETING
Green Plain Church of Christ
November 10-14
7:30 p.m.
All Evening Services
Sunday: A.M.
P.M.
Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:

Mike Kiser—Hazel, Kentucky
Mike Kiser
Gilbert Gough—Dresden, Tn.
Virgil Hale—Union City, Tn.
Ed Casteel—Trenton, Tn.
Grady Miller—Greenfield, Tn.

Church building located Southeast of Murray —
one mile off Highway 641 — on the corner of the
Green Plain Church Road and Old Murray-Paris
Road.

EVERYONE INVITED

Plus See
•Modified 4 x 4 Trucks
•Modified Tractors
•Wheel Standing 2Wheel Drive Trucks

C411•01114, os

Iligfoot will b. pulling this 'lad and-crushing cars
In Murray both nights!

"
1"
1 10 11111111111110

1982 GlVIC Sierra Classic
Black and silver, auto. air, AM/FM
cruise, p.I., p.w., tool chest.

the movies,"Cannonball Run II", "Police Academy",and
"Take
This Job And Shove It" you'll see the unbelievable, car-crushi
ng "Big
Foot", the wildest wheel standing 4x4 Monster in captivity!!
From

November 15 & 16
8 p.m.

$7,377

DWAIN
7434617
441
May
S.
TAYLOR
CNIVROLIT, INC.

West Kentucky Expo Center
College Farm Rd./Murray'
Advance tickets on sole at Expo Center. Adults $10.00, under 12 $5.00.

Cab

Ct

.
‘s
tr-

PV P
l
206
173 156
220 194
172 204
121 216

Central
to
Chicago
Minnesota

Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Parts

302 N. 12th
753-5842

introducing Our New
H.O. 84 Homeowners

National Football League
A ME R IC API CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pd.
N Y Jets
7 2 0
.
778
New P:ngland
517
6 3 0
Miami
5 4 0
566
Indianapolis
6 0
333
ISUItalo
1
0
111

753-0045

I •

—4,0110

National Football League

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
Burgers

Special Good Nov. 8-14

114.00.6.

Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

- BIGFOOT IS COMING TO MURRAY
TIONAL OUTLAWS!
WITN
H THE'NA
(Truck & Tractor Pullers)

GM QUAart
SERVICI PARTS

Aosisaiiiisubk
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Washington playing like Redskins of old
The Associated Press
Washington, which is
"playing like the Redskins of old," in the opinion of Dallas quarterback Danny White,
doesn't want to play like
the Redskins of 10 weeks
ago in a rematch
against the Cowboys
Sunday at home.
In their National Football League seasonopener, the Redskins
traveled to Irving,
Texas, and got thumped
44-14.
"Anytime a competitive person gets
whipped the way we did,
you want to come back
and do well," said Redskins Coach Joe Gibbs.
"Whether you do or not
is another story."
If the Redsins, 5-4, do
well enough to beat the
Cowboys, 6-3, for their
fifth victory in six
games, they could finish
the day tied for first
place in the National

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9, HOS
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CLASSIFIEDS

(Corit'd from page 4)
Tuesday, Nov. 12

Tuesday, Nov. 12
classroom, Murray.
Calloway County
Hospital.
•
*tory Ho- urs will be at
10:40 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
a
a} Calloway Public
Library.

1

Mothers
- Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
United Methodist
Church.

No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
---Senior citizens activities will be at.9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center:
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers: from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
----

Notice

Thweatts
Generator,
Alternator &
Starter Service.

Face
Brick

1

35

Vowel! &
Son Inc.

<=imus

Homeplace
Family Restaurant

12 Months
Ipterest Free
Financing
Goodyear
Passenger Tires;

425

Magnavox T.V.'s,

$

Whirlpool
Appliances.
Only At
RUDOLPH
GOODYEAR

Every Friday & Saturday
Evening
1906 Coldwater Rd

759-1864

753-0595

HOW COULD YOU NOT
KNOW UJI4EN HALLEY'S
COMET IS COMING 7

BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER
Has Monroe
Heavy Duty
Shocks For

&
Ford
Most
AlterChrysler
nators $24.95.
Most GM $29.95
Free Installation

Circles o- f First United
Skating party for
Methodist Church
Robertson and Carter
Almo
Women will meet as Elementary Centers
753-8742
follows: Alice Waters will be from 6 to 8 p.m.
with Sally Livesay, at Roller Skating of
Bessie Tucker with
Murray:
Evelyn Jones and
- --Maryleona Frost with
Southwest Calloway
Dorothy Byrn, all at Elementary School
9:30 a.m., and Faith Parent-Teacher
Start At
Doran at church at 2 Association will meet at
p.m.
7 p.m. at school.
r 1000
:1
- - --- - Groups of First BapMurray High School
tist Church Women will Football Banquet
meet as follows: Estelle
potluck) will be at 6:30
K_ Martin, TN
Gray with Ruby
p.m. in cafeteria of
rig 587-2301
Melugin at 9 a.m., school.
Rebecca Whittaker with •
---Neva Riggins at 2 p.m.,
Alzheimer's Support grVatiali
and Louella Beddoe Group will Meet at 430
SILVER Eagle Band
with Susie Malone at 7 p.m. in private dining
now taking booking for
p.m
X-Mas parties Call
room of Murray 437.4945 aftor Sp m ask
- - -Calloway County
for Gary
Groups of CWF of Hospital. For informaFirst Christian Church tion call 753-5131, extenWe Rent Chainsaws
will meet as follows: I sion 199, or 753-5561.
&
Log Splitters
with Helen Bennett at 10
---a.m.: III in basement of
753-8201
A Social Security
1X.•
Education Building at representative will be at
7:30 p.m.
Robert 0. Miller Cour- - -thouse Annex from 10
Murray Star Chapter a.m. to noon.
GUARANTE14.'D
1VEIC,HT LOSS. Call
759.9948 after 5p m
COSMET I.DGY-by
LaDora Perms in
dividually formulated
753-o658 or 75:-.01;11
cHsed
10a m -5p m
Sat

All You Can Eat
Boneless fish or catfish steaks.
Served with choice of potato,
white beans, cole slaw, hush
puppies and all the trimmings!

2 .Notice

YOU READ THE REPORT
TO THE WHOLE CLASS!

$8.88
200 N. 4th St.
Murray. Ky.
753-6001
_
Home Video Service
Let us record your
memories: Birthday parties, special occasions
Tommy Baker,
Service Rep.
753-0610

Jim Suiter &
Jerry Henry will
be
in
our
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS,INC.
°ids Pont Cad -Buick

MOVING
SALE
Honda 70 3 wheeler
$125, Pine desk $65,
Custom made drapes
for
patio
doors
84"x84" 1 pr. gold &
green, 1 pt. primary colors, Full size box
springs & mattress $20
set, whatnot shelves,
Ping Pong table $15, 4
game room chairs $40.
Ottoman 27"x27"
$25, County couch
w/6 ruffled throw
pillows $125, Lg. Blaze
King fireplace insert
$450.Pew entry rug golds, greens & rust
5'x9" $100. Ludwig
snare drum w/case &
stand $100. Antique
dresser stool wicane
bottom $30. Antique
walnut dining chair
$30, 10 gal. aquarium
w/stand $25.
759-9515 Or
753-8882

I ONLY READ THE\
REPORT..1 DIDN'T
LISTEN TO IT...

9. Situation

5. Lost and Found

EXPtiVET4

5100 REWARD for return of. a Browning 3"
Magnum. Belgium
made
No questions
asked. Days 753.5261.
evenings 753-4029.
LOST a Jersey cow in
vicinity of Max Parker
lid , located near Sinking Spring Church. Call
753-5808.
LOST male Yorkshire,
grey body, tan feet &
legs, answers to
"Jake". Wearing little
metal chain with red
heart. House pet.
Lynnhurst Resort. 4362345.

_ATTENTION: need 10
ladies to help with
direct 'sales. 10 hours
per week. Can earn
approx. $15 per hour.
Will be interviewing
Nov. 12 SE 14. Send name
dr phone No. to: Box
2507 University Station.
Murray. Ky.
needed
for 4 year old. approx.
20 hours per week.
References required.
Call 753-4801.
rASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope: Elan Vital. 332.
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
GOVERNMENT Jobs.
516,040 - $59.230yr. Now
hiring. Call 1.805-6876000 Ext. R-8155 for
current federalist.

9. Situation Wanted

14. Want to Buy
2 ROW John Deere corn
planter with fertilizer
boxes. Call 489-2642.
NEED money for XMas? I buy most
anything- old furniture,
glassware. etc. Call
753-3642 day, 753-5738
night.
SEEKING travel trailer
18' to 23'. Describe in
detail, send address &
phone: Vic. Box 797.
Murray. Ky.

nABYSITTER

Waitress wanted Apply
in person Hong Kong Re
staurant Holiday Inn, 121
South, Murray Ky

col"!

lege student needs carpentry work, all kinds.
Superior workmanship,
rough & finished. Call
after Sp.m. 489-2482.
WANTED: to take care
of sick or elderly person, $700 per month.
Phone 527-3474.
WILL do babysitting in
my home, any age. References. Call 753-0370.
WILL do house cleaning, experienced, de.
pendable. Call 437-4601.
WILL do house clean.
ing. Experienced. Dependable. References.
Call 753-6043.
WILL rake leaves. Call
753-3111.
WILL rake leaves or
any kind of yard work.
Call 753-7317.

6. Help Wanted

NEED a job? 2 openings
now. You may qualify
if: i 1 iyou do not have
GED or your high
school diploma. 12) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, 131
you are between ages 16
8i 21, call J.T.P.A. Out
Of School 753-9378 between 8:30-12:00 5 days
a week.
PART-time female kitchen help. approx.. 30
hours per week. days 8r
some nights. Apply in
person at Big Apple
Cafe after noon. 901-2475798.
WANTED. licensed
cosmotologist. Call after 6p.m. 474-2754.

Wanted

15. Articles for Sale
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu. ft
refrigerator with textured steel door. only
08.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595:
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles, only $6.00 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595..
16. Home Furnishings
ANTIQUE oak buffet,
excellent condition,
$150. Call 758-9762.
REFRIGERATOR, $50.
Couch, $15. Call
753-0919.
SMALL amount will
hold any layaway item
of your choice for
Christmas. Big savings
on all recliners. easy
chairs, living room.
dining room SE bedroom
groups. Carraway
Furniture, 105 N. 3rd.
753-1502.
1.7SED couch, neutral
colors, $125. Call 7591457 after 5p.m.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections, only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.

The morning dew sparkled on Bill's web. The
decoys were in place, his fly call was poised,
and luck was in the air.

>-?

40.0-4
-,k
C +985 Levied Feature Synacete Inc

TNE WIND WAS
AGAINST YOU.,
T14E FIELD WAS
BLIPPERY...
o%AA

*
7
A)
.
-14.04A1.7-"m4
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MOST CAT OWNERS
REFLECT TI-IE GRACE,
STYLE AND POISE
OF THEIR CATS

MS1.1is participating
In a new program entitled the MSU Dislocated
Workers Project. This
project is jointly sponsored by MSU and the
Kentucky Cabinet for
Human
Resources.
Designed to assist
citizens of west Kentucky who, through no
fault of their own are out
of work. This is a Title III
JTPA Federally funded
program.
The University has an
opportunity to work with
participants, screen participants, assess participants, and make
knowledgeable decisions about who, from
the program, would be
the better referrals for
jobs in the area.
Advantages of the
program
from
an
employers view: OnThe-Job Training-The
program will pay 50% of
employees wages while
in training, some participants qualify for Tax
Credit.
•••
Construction:
Male
desires full time employment. Has experience
equipment
as
an
operator and freight office worker. Also has experience as clerical
assistant. Can install
window
auto
and
glasses. Preference:
Daytime.
A-2
•••
Welder-Mechanic: Male,
experienced
as a
blacksmith welder with
I.C.G.R.R. shops. Experience working on
riverboats. Worked in
shipyards and made
repairs on barges and
ships. Experience extended into the military
where this individual
was a Jet Mechanic In
the air force. Also worked in military as a junior
engineer and deck hand
for five years.
A-6
•••
Secretary:
Clerical
Female, worked as a
customer clerk for
South Central Bell.
Good public relations in
customer service and
clerical experience. Performed such duties as
answering phones, filing, typing, inventory,
stock preparation, and
operating computers.
A-7
Phone 702-6471
between
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Mon. through Fri.

19. Farm

Ov;)

,9a5 Untied r,.Syndicate.

Job Watch:

Equipment

FARM trailer, tandem
wheels, $450. Call 4362840

MOST CAT OWNERS
ARE INFORMED,
SENSITIVE AND
INTELLIGENT

BOZO,THE WONDER NERD
HERE, DOESN'T KNOW
WHAT CENTURY IT IS

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Answer to Previous Puzzle
ACROSS

drak
,
e4
DAV'f'S

1 Crony
4 Jogs
9 Cudgel
12 tPeriod of

I-9

WNO 1,4JANIT5 Ta

NOT ME! NormE!

PLAY some

/THE COURT'S
FREE FOR
HANDBALL,
BEETLE

(
7)

RACQueTBALL
111
.
1
44

W
is
RYEDYE

ISN'T mARGE
TTING i-EAVY

w

HER CHIN USED TO BE
HER BEST FEATuREA

I'LL
SA_Nie
...

Au

NOW IT'S A
TRIPLE rEATUQE

13 One of the
Great Lakes
14 Rubber tree
15 Flower bed
17 Checkered
cloth
19 Precious
stone
20 Repulse
21 Paradise
23 French article
24 Part in play
27 Rocky hill
28 Danger
30 Mountains of
Europe
31 Similarly
32 Course of

•

DOWN

PAPER
NAP
MOP
ABATE
IRE
AAR
TROLLED
DUSCS

TILT

12

2

3

COLE

STALING
SHED
OE
POSSE
IDES
SPA IN
AT
ORT
STAR
US
T 0 P ED
TERMIIZIAL
APSE
AL TO
HOME
OMEGA
PRESSED
TURES
EAR
SOU
EROSE
STY
SAM

Ei

1 Wooden pin
2 Macaw
3 Bigger
4 Pronoun
5 Hurry
6 Alternative
word

4 5 ill7 a IF to "
ill
hi
III
III II
ill
III
Ed
d•
II
idUU11 11
le
d
dU IUUUUdU
UU ill
11 illUU
WIUUUiii IIUUUU
WI•MN
dUU
gill
mil •
wild
UU
WIUUUUUU ill II
1

4

study
34 Tantalum
symbol
35 Tidy
37 Mine
entrance
38 Make lace
39 Item of
property
41 Latin
conjunction
42 Baked clay
43 Chairs
45 Intellect
46 Come into
view
48 Helm
51 In favor of
52 Customary
54 Greek letter
55 Small child
56 Wander
57 Stitch

7 Carry
8 Breaks
suddenty
9 Manservant
10 A state: abbr.
11 Playing card
16 Lair
18 Happens
again
20 Dwells
21 Babylonian
deity
22 Portions of
medicine
23 Kind of bean
25 Pertaining to
birth
26 Raise the
spirit of
28 Concerning
,
29 Intertwine
32 Guide
33 Near
36 Declare
38 Names
40 River in Spain
and Portugal
42 Sesame
44 Trial
45 Crafty
46 Newt
47 Cry of cow
48 Chinese
Pagoda
49 French for
''summer
50 Uncooked
53 Chaldean city

19. Farm

Equipment

t-GLEANER combine,
both heders good condition. Call 492-8790.
JOHN Deere 45 combine with both headers,
$2850. Call 753-8313.
LATE 1979 4400 John
Deere combine. excellent condition, kept in
shed. Call 502-642-2435
or 642.2491.
2 2 . Musical
WURLITZER piano.
very good condition.
Call 759-4840 after 6p.m.
24. Miscellaneous
10 YRS. of Nation]
Geographic Magazines.
Country Living & Colonial Home. Best offer.
Call 759-4520.
1985 CURTIS Mathis
T,V.. 25", color. $750, 5
year warrahty included. Also. avocado
Frigidaire refrigerator.
$200. Call 474-8884.
3 RADAR detectors:
Whistler 2000. Spectrum
& Escort. Also, female
show quality 2 year old
Himalayan cat. Like
new valour couch. Call
753-5365 or 759-9330.
84 MDL. Apple Ile
Prof. sys. 128K, dual
drives, micromodem,
voice synthesizer, imagewriter printer,
more. Guaranteed perf.
cond $1600. Call 435
4561.
CARLOS guitar, pinball
machines & games. Call
7533974.
CAR stereo, in dash
cassette player,
speakers, amplifier &
equalizer. Call 753 0492.
CHAIN SAW, DULL?
Keith will make your
saw cut good as new.
Stokes Tractor 753 1319.
CHIMNEYS, all fuel, 6
triple wall installation
kit $34.99. Pipe 6"x36"
$29.99. Wallin Hard
ware, Paris, TN.
DP Gympac weight
system, Ithaca model 51
12 ga. automatic
shotgun. Call 753 9838.
EMPTY 55 gal. oil
drums, $10 ea_ or 2 for
$15, while supply lasts.
Stokes Tractor 753 1319.
FEEDS- supersweet.
Horse feed $4.75. Laying
Mash $5.00, 14% hog feed
S3.75, dog feed 26°0 $9.00.
We guarantee your
animals will eat super
sweet feeds or your
money track.
Shoen9aker Seed Inc.
4th & Chestnut.
LEADING Edge Per
sonal Computer, 256 K,
with Okidata 84 printer.
Leading Edge word
processing,. Easywriter
word processing, Lotus
1 2 3, Accounting Part
ner softwear- included.
Works perfect. $3195.,
complete, days 759 9757,
evenings 753 1960.
LIKE new wheel chair
With foot - rest, $125.
Folding walker, $35.
Call 345 2724.
LOCUST fence post, 61 2
ft. long, $I each. Mc
Culloch chain sa0 PRD
MAC 10S, new, $785.
Call 435 4494.
MOUNTAIN Valley
Spring water dispenser,
clean, like new, $30. Call
753 3493.
NEW, factory built golf
cart trailer, S400. Call
437 4963 after Sp.m.
O AK & Hickory
firewood, you h(aul $20
rick. Call 437 4829
OAK & hickory f r sale.
$25 delivered,
0 de
livered .& • stocked.
Phone 436 2904 or. 436
2548.
PICK UP TRUCK 'BED
MATS RUBBER \ all
sizes- DISCOU
T
PRICES' so low
ou
have to come see fgr
yourself, Stokes Tractor,
Co., Industrial Rd 753
1319.
RAILROAD ties, 3
grades, $7, 1,9 & $12 Call
753 2905 or 435 4343
SEASONED firewood
oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods 530/rick
delivered. Min order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer'
753 0338.
SHOPSMITH Mark V &
a Shopsmith 11" band
saw. S1000. Call
753 1982.
SILVER Dollar Mobile
Home roof coating, 5
gal. pale $19.99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
TOY tractors, combines
& implements, regular
& miniature sizes, in
time for Christmas.
Stokes Tractor 753 1319.
USED office furniture,
excellent condition. 7,
desk units including
chairs & a complete
counter unit. Furniture
may be viewed at Peet
& Holland, 1120 Main,
Benton, Ky. No phone
inquiries please.
W -HIALPO 0 L
microwave oven with
700 watts cooking
power, only S4.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear, 753
0595.
WICKS in stock for
kerosene heaters, 88
brands, • 422 models
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN
WOOD for sale Calf
DAV. Fox anytime_ Call
759-4090
WO0b heaters, 75"
brick lined firebox, cast
iron door & grates,
deluxe cabinet with
lift up cook surface top.
5299 99. Wallin Hard
ware, Paris, IN

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CLASSIFIEDS
32. Apt. for Rent
14x70 TRAILER, 3 bay
shop with storage
building on 1 acre. Call
753-0318.

38. Pets-Supplies

AKC registered Beagle
puppies, 5 months old.
Call 753-4692.
POINTER pupa- Mississippi Rifle. Miller's
Chief and Pork..Roll
Breeding. All ages.
Phone 492-8607 days,
after 5p.m. 753-2789.
PROFESSIONAL dog
training classes starting now. Kind & effective method. All aspects
of obedience training.
Call Mary 436-2858.
AT Terrier UKC puppies 875. Call 901-7823268.
REDBONE tree dog, all
34. Houses for Rent
around dog & extra
2 BR house, un- good squirrel dog. Call
furnished, large living 759-9742.
room, dining room,
fireplace, gas heat. 43, Real Estate
Stove & refrigerator
furnished. No pets. $275 WANT to Buy, 1800 to 2006
SQ. ft., 3 BR, 2 bath,
per month. 713 Elm
double garage, in city
Call 1-395-4756.
3 BR house near Ky. limits. Call 753-6648.
Lake on Hwy. 962, $175 COMMERCIAL building located on Main St. 1
month. Call 753-1831.
FULLY furnistd, block from Court
quality built, 2 BR, 2 Square. 2000 sq. ft.
bath. year round lake downstairs and 2000 sq.
Upstairs
front
. home. 2 car gar- ft. upstairs.
age • boat dock, in includes 3 bedrooms,
Panorama Shores. $385 furnished apt. Offered
month. Available with 6 at reduced price of
month lease. Contact $45,000. Contct Kopperud Realty 753-1222.
Bill Kopperud 753-1222.
HUNTERS paradise.
Approx. 47 acres, lots of
36. For Rent or Lease
virgin pine, near
25x60 BUILDING in Dukedom. TN. Priced
Murray. Call 489-2761 at $14,000. Call 502-362after 6p.M.
4212 or after 5p.m.
502-527-9710.
37 Livestock-Supplies
kOPPERUD Realty
50 ROUND bales of hay, offers an excellent
selection of quality
$70 a bale. Call 436-2840.
homes- all price ranges.
38. Pets-Supplies
For all your Real Estate
AKC registered Cocker needs phone 753-1222 or
Spaniels. buff & red, visit our office at 711
Main.
$85. Call 435-4477.

NOW renting at Cardinal Apts. 1 BR. Call
753-3530.
ONE bedroom apart28. Mobile Homes for Rent ment, near downtown
1roci0 3 13R, 1 baAh, shopping area. Call 7538145 plus $75 deposit 9251 or 753-0662.
ONE bedroom furCall 753-2366.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished, nished Apartment, parAC/natural gas. Shady tial utilities paid, no
pets. Call 753-9741.
Oaks 753-5209.
MOBILE home lots for TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
rent. Call 753-0611.
NICE 2 BR trailer near Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
Murray. No pets. Call BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
489-2611.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
29. Heating and Cooling

FISHER wood stove,
mama bear size, excellent condition, 3 years
old, $250. Call 753-9970.

30. Business Rentals
EUILDING 30x50, 4
overhead doors, air
compressor, office,- gas
heat, fireproof. 402 N.
4th St. Call 753-3018.

12. Ants for Rent
1 8z 2 BR apt. near
downtown Murray.
Adults only. Call 7534109, 762-6650, or 436.
2844.
1 BR furnished apt., air
conditioned. Boys
preferred. No pets. 121
North, next to fair
grounds. 753-3139.
1 BR furnished apt. $150
per month rent, $75
security 'deposit. No
pets. Prefer non
drinker. Call 753-4808.
2 BR duplex, 1300 Peggy
Ann Dr. 1 room efficiency apt. 1603 College Farm Rd. Murray.
Call 492-8225.
A nice small apt. for one
person & a mobile
home. Call 753-9549.

45. Farms for Sale

A mvets
Post 45
Dance
Band
Dixie Breeze
Fri. 8th & Sat. 9th
8:30 - ?

Amvets
Post 45
Open House
to all veterans
Mon. Nov. 1 1 th
2-7 p.m.
in honor of
Veterans Day
PRESTIGE SALES
POSITION
LICENSED LIFE AND HEALTH AGENTS
WOULD YOU LIKE TO WORK
FOR A 53 YEAR OLD COMPANY?
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SELL IN A 30 MI.
RADIUS OF YOUR HOME?
WANT THE ABOVE?
READ BELOW
We are now expanding our sales fora in
(local area). W.need Manager Trainees S.
Salespeople to apply for a sales position
from these areas.
Many of our top salespeople who cans*
to us had no interest in the insurance
business untillthey found out that we're different than most other companies and here
are sante of the reasons why.
You will not be collecting premiums or
servicing any claims, you will not deliver
any policies. In short, you will only be
selling.
Many ex-debit agents have become very
successful with us. Their experience has
proven very valuable and their Income has
greatly increased.
We will TRAIN you both in product
knowledge and the skill of salesmanship
with FIELD TRAINING. We will give financial
help while you're training.
We also advance you six months commission each week along with one of the finest
10 year commission contracts in the
business. We provide you Life insurance for
yourself and also a $250,000 limit Health
Benefit Plan for you and your family at no
cost to you or them.
If you are interested in having a personal
interview in your area, please call or write
me personally, giving me your phone
number and the best time to contact you.
IF YOU WANT A GOOD SALES POSMON
DO IT NOM DON'T WAITI MANY OTHER
ARIAS READY FOR DEVELOPMENT,
INTERESTED?
PLEASE CALL OR WRITE:

Bryan Hughes
(502)554-2217
Days

MINI farm with maxi
features. Neat 3 BR
home, located on 25
acres with 30'x40' metal
storage building that
has water and electricity. Just reduced to
$67,500. Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222.

46. Homes for Sale
3 BEDROOM brick
ranch, 11,4 baths, attached 2 car garage, pool,
wood burning stove, 7.5
acres with 5 acres tendible. $49,500. Call 437-4967.
3 BR house, 510 S. 7th
St., garage, fenced
backyard-, outside
storage. Shown by appointment. 753-8357.
AN extra good 2 bedroom brick house.
Electric heat plus
fireplace on a large lot.
806 N. 18th St. Call
753-3796.
BY owner- 2 bedroom
w/office, large liv.
room and kitchen, xx
large fenced yard,
country living w/6
acres but only 5 mi. E
of Murray- 30's. Make
offer. 753-9718.
ENJOY beautiful Lake
view from this 4 Br, 2
bath brick home in
Panorama Shores. 2
kitchens, fireplace in
den. Unbelievable low
price, $35,000. Contact
Kopperud Realty 7531222.
FOR sale or trade for
house of equal value.
Large size house with 2
attached apartments
that could be used for
extra income. Located
on 413 N. 5th St. 829.900.
Call 753-7492.
NEW listing by owner!!
For sale: brick veneer,
3 BR, 14 bath with
basement. Close to
Carter Elementary in
city with assumable
934,
", fixed rate loan. A
good first home with all
appliances included.
Call 759-1020 after 6p.m.
NICE, well insulated, 3
BR. 2 bath brick.
Family room with beam
ceiling & heatalator in
fireplace. 753-4486.
RUSTIC log home with
lovely stone fireplace at
the edge of the city. 3
bedrooms, central heat
& air, large unfinished
basement which could
be finished at minimal
expense. $44,500. Phone
Kopperud Realty 7531222 for all details.
TWO bedroom brick
home, den with wood
burning fireplace, garage and pond on approx.
2 acre lot. State Line
Rd. west of Hazel, Ky.
Call 498-6749.

47. Motorcycles
1985 HONDA Rebel,
$1,100 or take over
payments. call 759-9858
after 2p.m.
RACE Winning 1988
Yamaha Tri-Z, 200 and
250. 3 wheelers. Priced to
sell. Call 753-8490 after 6

Pm
48. Auto Services
IMPORT Auto 'Salvage.
Used cars, new & used
parts Call 474-2325.

49. Used Cars
1961 tlITITANG convertible, 6 cylinder,
automatic
Call
489-2156.
1969 IMPALLA $300 or
best offer Call 753-7600
1910 PLYMOUTT-1
Barracuda. 6 cyl. auto..
$1200 Call 753-1283 after
5p.m
78 BUICK Park Ave.
Excellent condition. 84,
000 miles. neW tires
Best buy ever. $2300
Call 753-7275. .
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49. Used Cars

50. Used Trucks

1976 BUICK Electra

1980 GMC Classic 500

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

"DONALD'S Backhoe INSULATION blown-=lg ROOFING. Plumbing,
Limited, good condi- pickup, power locks,
Service" We operate by Sears. TVA ap- Concrete work. Adtion, extra nice. Call sliding window in truck
4500 size Ford backhoe. proved. Save on those ditions. Painting.
& camper top. Real
753-2898.
z
For $25 an hour we will high heating and cool- General Carpentry.
1976 CHEVROLET Im-. nice. Also, 1970 VW
dig footers, ditches_ ing bills.. Call Sears P.A...Molony Co
L'ictor_
Call
753-0366.
*Beetle.
palia, $550. Call after
stumps, walks. spread 753-2310 for free 153 - 8628
Free
5p.m. 753-6542.
1981 CHEVROLET 4.
Estimates.
gravel, loaffing haul, estimate.
1876 GRAND Prix, ex- wheel drive pick-up. Air
etc. Call now to book J.L. McKnight & Sons SEWING Machine ReThornton's
cellent condition, $900 conditioned. Call 436.
your job, 527-1023 or Sawmill on Poor Farm pair. All makes and
Body
Shop &
or reasonable offer. 2240.
753-5192.
Rd. Buyer of standing models. Home & InTalk to Tony 1981 DATSUN pickup,
Wrecker Service
dustrail and bag clostimber. Call 7534528.
7a.m.-5p.m. 753-5433.
deisel, five speed, air.
JOINER'S complete ing machines. Also
Now has
1976 TOYOTA Cellca AMFM radio. Also has a
Irviostion-Rodelondol
tree service, 32 yrs. scissor sharpning.40
CAR-O-LINER
GT, air conditioning, fiberglass topper on it.
CAMPBELL WELL
experience. Also, yrs. experience. All
Frame Machine
5-speed, 79,000 miles. Red with white topper.
DRILLING
stumps mechanically work guaranteed. Ken1977 Honda Station Deisel motor gets ex2112 Coldwater Rd.
Mateo/ie. In
removed 10' below neth Barnhill. 753-2674.
cellent gas mileage.
Wagon, rebuilt engine
Collect
CM
Stella, Ky.
759-1996
sutface. Call 753-0366.
901-352-3671 or
new paint, 61,000 miles. $3295. Days 759-9757
LEE'S CARPET STUMP REMOVAL
FENCE sales at Sears
901-362-5704
evenings 753-1960.
474-2325.
CLEANING. For all SERVICE.
Foos Estinmolos
1977 OLDS Custom 1982 MEP CJ-7 Jam- now. Call Sears 753-2310
your carpet & upholst- Mechanically removed
Cruiser 'Station Wagon, boree Ed. H-top, tilt, for free estimate for
ery Cleaning. For a free 10 inches below the
9 passenger, low miles, 5-speed, 6 cyl.. 51.xxx your needs.
NEED work on your estimate call 753.5827. surface, no. damage to
8a.m-5p.m. 753-6515 or miles, excellent condi- FOR .custom track hoe trees? Topping. prun- Satisfied references.
surrounding lawn
tion. $5,400. Call or dozer work. Will dig ing, shaping, complete
759-1893.
LICENSED Electrician Larry Wood 753-0211 or
or clean out any kind of
1979 DATSUN 280 ZX, 435-4561. "
removal and more. Call for residential and 1-443-8682.
new tires, good condi- 1986 MAZDA B2000-SE5 ditches, ponds or BOVER'S TREE commercial. Heating TREES trimmed or
tion, $5,900. Call 753-5365 pickup truck for sale, creeks. Call 753-2905 or SERVICE for Pro- and air condition,
gas removed. Also, yard
new, less than 7000 759-4818.
or 759-9330.
fessional tree care. installation and repair. work. Experience-1J
GENERAL
HOME
miles,
air,
AMFM
1979 SUBARU Brat, 4
753-0338.
Free estimates. Call
Phone 753-7203.
wheel drive, 30 MPG, stereo, 5 speed, excel- REPAIR. 15 years ex- ODD job specialist, MOODY'S Momer Re- 436-2690.
perience.
Carpentry,
lent
gas
mileage,
cloth
excellent mechanical
ceiling fans. electrical, pair. Pickup &-nelivery. WET BASEMENT' We
condition, 1 owner, seats and carpeted. concrete, plumbing, plumbing. fencing. You Call 753-5668.
make wet basements,
roofing,
siding.
NO
JOB
Metallic
blue
with
white
needs body work. Call
Arne it, I jlo it. You
dry Work, completely
TO
SMALL.
Free
esammionamma
and
gray
stripes.
$7195.
759-1693 after 6p.m.
buy. I install. You
guaranteed. Call or
timates. Days
1980 PONTIAC Sunbird, Days 759-9757, evenings nights 474-2276. 753-6973. break. I fix. Call 436write Morgan Con753-1960.
2868.
4 cylinder. new brakes,
struction Co. Rt. .2, Box
GUTTERING
by
Sears.
4-speed, exce114-nt in- TOPPER for sale, white
PAINTING = Paper
409A, Paducah. Ky
terior, custom spoiler, fiberglass, fits long Sears continuous gut• hanging, commerical or
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
ters
installed
for
*Boxing
your
wheel base Datsun,
$2600 firm. Call 474-8884.
residential, Free esspecifications.
Call
*Framing
timates, References. 25
1981 BUICK LaSabre sliding front window. Sears 753-2310
for free years experience,
Limited, 66.000 miles. slightly damaged. $150. estimate.
*Barn
Posts
Tremon Farris 759-1987
TLC Cleaning
excellent condition. Call Days 759-9757, evenings
DAVE'S WINDOW
*Fence
753-1960.
753-9970 or 753-7840.
CLEANING SERVICE.
Service
Posts
1981 LINCOLN Town 51 . Campers
Professional results.
car, signature series,
*Treated Lumber
"When
we clean
Satisfied
references.
loaded, excellent con- 1977 SHASTA mini mo- Commercial & re*Metal Roofing
your
carpet
tor
home,
19
ft.,
we
exceldition, $8,800. Call 753sidential. Free eslent condition. $6500
*Farm Hardware
won't
8663.
soak
you."
timates.
10e; Senior
1984 MONTE Carlo, Cal 759-1839 days, 753- Citizens discount. Call
References. Call
loaded, must sell. Call 0114 evenings.
753-9873
or
436-2845.
our answering
FOUR
Star
Cab
Over
247-0007.
service 753-3316
1984 Nissen MAXIMA camper, sleeps..
very nic, loaded. 39,xxx stove/oven„ $600. Call
,
miles, silver, $9,000. 436-2840.
WILL haul white rock,
Call 753-3493.
Aluminum and vinyl
sand, lime, rip rap and
Industrial Drive
'76 CAMARO. good 52. Boats -Motors
siding. Custom trim
masonary sand, coai.
paint job, good tires
Murray, KY.
dirt, gravel, fill sand
work. References.
14 FT. Runabout, 80 h.p
$3000 firm. Call 474-8884.
Phone 759-1099
Call Roger .Hudson,
Call Will Ed Salley,
Evinrude with trailer.
'79 280 ZX, white, AC, $400. 1803 College Farm
753-4545 or 753.6763.
753-0689
auto, 98xxx, _cruise, Rd.
excellent condition,
$4450. After 5p.m. 1-354 53. Services Offered
8094.
ALL type masonry
DEALS On Wheels, 211 work, block. brick.
N. 6th St., Mayfield. concrete, - driveways,
Kentucky Central insurance Campania*
CLJS TOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Call 247-2424. '80 Fair- sidewalks, patios, house
•
Check
Our
F. (AP; OM WOODWORKING
mont $1095. '78 Pinto foundations, new
•
$795. '77 LTD $895. '77 chimneys or chimney
City & Suburban
•
Malibu $695. '77 Chev- repair. 25 years exHomeowner's
SOLID WOOD CABINETS IL •
ette $895. '76 Malibu perience. Free esRAISED
PANEL
DOORS
Ratios
...
$695. '76 La Sabre $995. timates. Call Charles
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
'77 Monarch $795, '76 Barnett 753-5476.
Call
qUI6CASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES *
115 S. 13th
Caprice $995. '75 Mon- APPLIANCE
KITCHEN.CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
Dr. Tom Hopkins
arch $495. '75 T-Bird SERVICE. Kenmore,
g CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
Murray, Ky.
ee
COMPETITIVI PRIORS Drool Sy & Soo Ow Display
$595. '76 New Yorker Westinghouse,
42071
111
(502)753-6202
•
$995. '75 Caprice, 9 Whirlpool. 23 years
•
passenger, $795. '75 experience. Parts and
1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
Dodge 4x4 $995. '77 service. Bobby Hopper.
• •
•e Sea.• •
••••
•4•
lire•
Chevy PU $1595. We're Bob's Appliance Serhard to beat. Dealers vice. 202 S. 5th St.
welcome.
PUBLIC AUCTION
Business 753-4872, 436HEAVY duty disc 5848 (home).
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
blades, all sizes. APPLIANCE REPAIR:
SURPLUS VECHICLES AND RELATED ITEMS
Bargain prices. Box Factory authorized for
Sale Date and Time: Thursday, November 14, 1985, 9 A.M. Local Time
grader blades & regular Tappan, Kelvinator and
Sale Location: Land Between The Lakes,(TVA Garage), Golden Pond, Kentucky
blades. Vinson Tractor Brown. Service on gas
Co. 753-4892.
and electric ranges,
Sale Number: 46-400898
NEW tandem axle car microwaves, disInspection Date and
trailer, $875. Call 753- hwashers, reBidder Registration: Wednesday, November 13, 1985, from 8 A.M. until 3 P.M., and
5588.
frigerators, etc. Earl
the day of sale from 9 A.M. until 10 A.M. Local Time.
Lovett, 354-6956 or 75350. Used Trucks
FOR INSPECTION, DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS, AND DIRECTIONS TO THE SALE
5341.
SITE, CONTACT WAYNE HOWARD AT 502-924-5679. FOR INFORMATION CON1972 CHEVROLET DENNIS McClure contruck, blue/whine, ps, s t ruc t ion. roofing,
CERNING PAYMENT,REMOVAL,AND ANY OTHER AUCTION INFORMATION,
pb, air, • tilt-wheel, am- painting, plumbing, inCONTACT L. J. WALKER AT 615-751-6233.
fm, good tires, runs terior or exterior.
Items to be sold include an estimated 52 -surplus vehicular items and an estimated
good, good condition. Phone 502-382-2689, Rt
15 various other lots consisting of automotive parts, shop equipment, scrap tires, scrap
1, Sedalia.
Call 489-2869.

FARM
LUMBER

Aluminum
Service Co.

Construction
Commercial
Residential
New & Old
Free Estimates
25 Years
Experience

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

753-6123

Hopkins insurance Agency

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS•FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSOTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery on Proscriptions In City Limits

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
6.11
Yesterday
Opened
6.04
Today
Down
.07
Compliments of:
VERNON'S WESTERN WEAR I SHOE REPAIR
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 324.90
Opened
322.30
Today
260
Down

753 7113
WII• buy Gold. Silver 6 Diamonds
Hours. 10 6 Doily Closed Sunday

Murray Store and Lock
-641 NorthSpace Available Now
Autos-Boats-Furniture
Business Records
Anything That Needs Storing

753-1492
Managed by Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors

'84 Buick Park Ave., 4 dr.
w/sunroof, loaded w/oquip.,
Ilk. now.

$10,350.
'83 Chevy Boauville Van,
3 seater, lots of equip.

$8,950
83 Oldsmobile Cutlass Sierra,
4 dr. Brougham, lots of equip.

$7,000.

Garrison
Motor Sales

•

Hwy. 641 N. & ()Would Dr.
Murray, Ky.
753-6000

Ouunrs

metal and scrap batteries which should be of interest to the general public. Some
items/lots may be deleted and/or added prior to sale time. The auctioneer will announce changes before the sale starts.
2-1983 Plymouth Police Sedans
4-1983 Dodge Ram Chargers, 4x2
3-1982 Chevrolet Chevettes
1-1982 Ford Police Sedan
1-1982 Chev.
Ton Chassis & Cab
Truck
1-1982 AMC Cherokee, 4x4
1-1982 Isuzu Pickup Truck, 4x4
1-1981 Chevrolet Luv Pickup Truck
1-1981 Ford 9 Ton Pickup Truck

1-1978 Chevrolet Crew Cab Pickup
Truck, 4x4
3-1978 Chevrolet,Crew Cabs w/utility
body. 4x4
1-1977 Chevrolet Sedan Delivery
3-1977 CheVrolet Luv Pickup Trucks
1977 Chevrolet Suburban, 4x4
1-1977 Chevrole . Pickup Truck. 4x4
1-1976 Ford 1 Tot Platform Truck
1-1976 Dodge Ram Charger, 4x4
1-1976 Dodge Crew Cab Pickup
Truck, 4x4
1-1975 Dodge 3 yd. Dump Truck '
1-1973 Ford Tractor
1-1972 Hough Loader
1-1971 Caterpillar Road Grader

1-1981 AMC Cherokee, 4x4
1-1980 Chevrolet Luv Pickup Truck
1-1980 Ford 2 Ton Platform Truck
1-1980 Cushman Haulster (Gas.
Engine)
2-1980 Dodge Trucks w/utility body,
1-1970 Chevrolet 34 Ton w ,aerial ladder
4x4
1-1979 AMC Concord Sedan Delivery
1-1969 Ford Tractor
1-1979 Dodge 1 Ton Platform Truck
1-1966 Ford 2 Ton Platform Truck
2-1979 Cushman Haulsters (Elec.)
1-1966 Ford 2 Ton Chassis & Cab
1-1979 Chevrolet Pickup Truck, 4x4
1-Bush Hog Rotary Grader
3-1978 Toyota Pickup Trucks
1-Tank, 5000 Gal., Semi-trailer
1-1978 Chevrolet 4 Ton Pickup Truck
1-1978 Chevrolet 314 Ton w/aerial ladder
1-1978 Chev. % Ton Crew Cab Pickup
1-1978 Chevrolet Suburban. 4x4
Truck
TERMS: PAYMENT MUST BE MADE IN FULL ON THE DAY OF SALE. Proper
payment is considered to be cash, certified or Cashier's check, bank drafts, personal
check accompanied by a bank's letter of guarantee, or postal or express money order,
payable to the Tennessee Valley Authority. An acceptable bank letter of guarantee
MUST be addressed to TVA on the institution's letterhead and contain the following:
a current date, the expiration date (expiration date MUST be at least December 13.
1985 or later), the maximum amount guaranteed for this particular auction, the purchaser's name, and a bank officer's original signature ALL THE FOREGOING
CRITERIA MUST BE INCLUDED OR THE LETTER OF GUARANTEE WILL NOT
BE ACCEPTED. Proper payment in full must be received by TVA prior to the release
of any material.
REMOVAL: All items sold should be removed as soon as possible and MUST be removed by November 22, 1985. TVA will not load any vehicles, but may assist in loading
certain lots which will be announced. TVA WILL NOT be responsible for the security
of any vehicle or material after the sale. Buyers are encouraged to insure property
they buy for potential loss.
NOTE: Other specific announcements may be made the day of sale and will take
precedence over previous announcements.
The following schedule shows proposed auction at TVA's Transportation Branch
Facilities for the remaining calendar year 1985. These sales usually consist of large
quantities of cars, trucks, vans, and miscellaneous repair parts. etc. The dates and
locations are subject to change. If you do not receive notices of sales from the TVA
Surplus Property Section by mail or see notices in newspapers, you should contact
this office or the sale site shown to verify dates.
NASHVILLE- TVA Garage, 730 Lebanon Road, Nashville. Tennessee, telephone
815/2564453. November 20.
tVA INVITES YOU TO COME AND PARTICIPATE IN THIS
•
AND OTHER TVA SALES*
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY, Marketing Branch
Surplus Property Section, Chattanooga, Tennessee
Joe C. Sparkman, Supervisor
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Sister's Holiday
Letters Use News
That's Not Fit to Print

4.43
.

By Abigail van Buren

OBITUARIES
Jewell Sheridan of Coldwater dies Saturday at age 83
Jewell Sheridan.83. of
Rt. 7, Mayfield, Coldwater community.
died Saturday,at CM
a.m. at the West View
Nursing Home,
Born June 16, 1902 in
Calloway County, he

watt the son of the late
John Bell Sheridan and
Lou Ella Haneline
• •
Sheridan.

his son R.C. Sheridan
both of Rt. 7, Magield;
three daughters, Mrs.
Benet! Haack,
Centerline, Mich.,Mrs.
Lucille Snow, Mayfield;
Mrs. Louise, Howell,
Nashvilln. Tenn.: five

grandchildren and nine
great-grandchlldreni

Max-Chnrchfll
Funeral Home lig in
your letter. Let's lupe your sis- more about his reasons for disHe is survived by his
charge of the' arter-in-law gets the message and tancing himself from his daughwife, Mrs. Ethel
confines all the news in her ter. He may be justified, but if
rangements whtch are
Jackson Sheridan and
Christmas newsletter to her you plan to marry him, you
incomplete at this time.
nuclear family before she starts should know the whole story.
a nuclear war. Beyond that,light
a candle and pray for computer
DEAR ABBY: Every day I use
amnesia.
public transportation to reach my
DEAR ABBY: I am seeing a very place of employment. During these
Services for Mrs'k die Chapman. John B.
Mrs. Edmonds, 90. of gr.andsons, Mark Cunnwonderful man, and he's asked me two-hour stretches,I read,relax and
often
Mary
daydream.
Edmonds were to,A Smith, Charley Smith, 'Rt. 2. Murray. died ingham And Richard
marry
to
him. We seem so right for
Recently my privacy was rudely day at 11 a.m. in chapel Randy Tucker, Curtis Thursday at •1 p.m. at Edmonds; one greateach othet..He's a first-class gentleman, kind, sensitive and honest. interrupted by an annoying clicking of Blalock-Coleman \ Tucker and Billy Dale West View Nursing granddaughter, Amy
He's 30 and I'm 26. The problem: He sound. Looking around,I was aston- Funeral Home. The Smith.
Home.
Edmonds; one sister.
told me he is paying child support ished to see a fellow commuter Rev. Joe Johnson
Burial was in North
She is survived by one Mrs. Dennie Walkholz
clipping
his
fingernails
!
(I
decided
officiated.
for a child he believes to be his w.vn
Pleasant Grove daughter. Mrs. Birdie one brother, Charlie
but has never seen! The oPfild's to move rather than risk the sight of
Pallbearers were Ed- Cemetery.
Cunningham; two Billington
mother was 17 and he was 18 when toenailtrimming.n__Once aboard the
next
car,
I
noticed
a
sickening
sweet
"Suzie" was born. He said he had no
desire to see Suzie, but her mother is smell—nail polish!
Abby, what is going on? Have we
stil! hoping that one day he will
marry her. He has not seen the moved our hygiene and -grooming
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Happiness comes through children • You'll pamper yourself in some (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
and romance. It's a good time to meet way today. The evening belongs to
It's a good time for banking
with bankers about financial interests family and catching up on rest and interests and financial moves. Good
and real estate
axation. Buy some new clothes.
news comes from a distance.
A full assortment of Ring,
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
have a problem with his sister that
requires your immediate attention.
For years now,"Sis" has been sending newsy Christmas letters to
friends, relatives, old schoolmates,
and people we rarely see and hardly
know. It wouldn't be so bad if she
would just write about her own
husband and children, but she writes
about the, whole gang of us, including her in-laws, trips, what they've
'bought, where they plan to go, which
boils down to bragging at its worst!
She tells what is going on with all
the members of the entire family,
which includes us. My husband(her
brother) has been in and out of court
for several years with business
problems and lawsuits, and shelells
about our "never-ending problems
in court" in every newsletter. Nothing., including gossip and rumors,
goes unmentioned. This includes
separations, divorces, jilted lovers,
you name it.
To make matters worse, her husband has bought her a word processor for Christmas,so her Christmas
letters can be longer now! How can
we stop her? Several other family
members feel the same way, but are
as helpless as we are.
Please get this in your column as
soon as possible; Abby. You will be
doing this family an enormous
favor.
NERVOUS IN DELAWARE

Services were held today for Mrs. Mary Edmonds

Services to be held on Monday for Rev. Charles Fennell

Church of God
to hold revival
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